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Public Is Becoming Aroused Its Use In Trapping Fur
Bearing Animals Should JudSe Man*er Disposes of Swarm of Criminal Matters
As To Cruelties of the Fur
Twenty-Four Divorces Granted
Trade
Be Outlawed

TALK OF THE TOWN
Rockland High basketeers are get
ting in trim for the season's work.

The High School play "Not So Long
Ago" will be presented in the audi
torium Nov. 25 and 26. Readers will
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Before me is an article, "Essays on
May I use your columns to say a The November term of Knox Genevieve E. Phelps. Miller for libel recall that the school has some ex
ADMISSION FREE
cellent talent.
Fur Topics,” which I understand was word on the subject of animils and County Superior Court finally ad lant.
Chares L. Hurd of Rockland
published in your columns on Nov. furs and ifigh Schools of Maine? journed at 4 o’clock yesterday
1st. This article discusses a contest The humane education of every child afternoon, having been an especially from Edith M. Hurd of parts un
Linens, Aprons, Art Goods, Grabs, Ice Cream, Cakes
Martha Seavey, aged 8 injured one
known; cause, desertion. Miller for of her legs so badly Sunday after
I?, •». .». •«. .«. .«.
IP arranged by the T. J. Murphy Fur has its basis in kindness, in this in- ,
,
r
. . ,
and Candies
Co. of Lewiston. While a worthy stance of which I wish to speak in busy session so far as criminal mat- libellant.
•*
noon that eight stitches were neces
Dorothy M. Lowell from Richard sary. Dr. Wasgatt attended the
What I aspired to be. and was -• motive probably underlies the en kindness to animals. The most rep- ‘ers were concerned.
Twenty-four
Supper, European Plan, 5.30 to 7.30
•- not, comforts me.—Browning.
••• couragement of pupils to compete in resentative organization of boyhood dlvorceE were K^aJ’t>ed'
H. Lowell of Thomaston; cause, non child.
support. Custody of Nellie Florence
such a contest, there is an aspect of ln the world, the Boy Scouts, has as
OYSTER STEW 25c
CHICKEN PIE 35c
™
•»,
.„
. * * * " ,
the subject which escapes the atten its sixth law a pledge of kindness to , AfteJ a de Jberation of more than Lowell granted to Dorothy M. Low
BAKED BEANS 15c LOBSTER SALAD 65c FRUIT SALAD 25c
H. E. Comins and Frank F. Traf
tion of a great many educators.
animals, and therefore Scouts do not foUj. hours the jury brought in a ell until further order of court. ton have arrived home from a week's
MARRIED OR SINGLE?
CABBAGE SALAD 10c
ROLLS AND BUTTER 10c
j verdict of guilty in the case of State Gould for libellant.
The fur industry employs very trap
to Washington, D. C., and re
DOUGHNUTS 2 for 5c
Helen B. Smith of Warren from trip
A Married One Has Something To largely in the capture of its victims
The fur-trade glorifies trapping. vs. James Simonton, charged with
sumed their duties with the Maine
CAKE 10c
ICE CREAM 15c
COFFEE 10c
TEA 5c
an
instrument
which
inflicts
upon
H.
Kenneth
Smith
of
Bath;
cause,
The American Trappers Association drying an automobile while under
Say On the Subject
Central Railroad Company.
the unfortunate furbearer. prolonged has said that the “perpetuation of “>e mfl“enca
137-138
intoxicating liquor, cruel and abusive treatment. Libel
torture.
I
refer
to
the
steel-trap,
as
lant
to
resume
her
maiden
name
of
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
the steel-trap” was one of its aims, He was «n?d
and costs, amountis commonly called. A glance at notwithstanding thc steel-trap com- ln® la a 10 $365' whlch *as paid,
Helen Bachelder. Smalley for libel The Lions Club has been so fortu
It would seem that “Another Single it
nate as to obtain Stanley Boynton for
this device and the memory of the monly used by the fur-trade is an in- Other sentences meted out by lant.
One" is not familiar with the open agony caused by a pinched finger
David J. Daris from Gladys M. its speaker tomorrow noon. The
strument of torture whose continued Judge Manser were: Hans Johnson.
ing paragraphs of the Declaration of should be sufficient to convince most use is arousing the conscience of intoxication, 90 days in jail, sen Daris of Rockland; cause, cruel and daring young flyer who broke two
records will treat
Independence of these United States people that its use is inconsistent humanity the world over. While the tence suspended and respondent abusive treatment. Smalley for libel transcontinental
his adventures from a new angle.
of ours. And she certainly exects with modern notions of justice to citizens of Maine's neighbor state, placed on probation for six months; lant.
the lower orders of life. If not. pho
Margaret S. Langston of Vinal
unwarranted generosity from us who tographs and motion pictures of Massachusetts, have just scored an Edwin Colson, driving under the
Isle au Haut residents are indul
influence, fined $200 and costs; haven from Andrew Langston of
Maine’s Most Beautiful and Interesting Links
are married! It would be nothing trapped creatures are available which overwhelming success at the polls by George Wheeler, larceny of an parts unknown; cause, desertion. ging in considerable speculation as
vote to outlaw this torture
to what will follow the recent big
less than such, I feel sure, if we plead for the dumb animals with popular
trap in the name of decency and hu automobile, indeterminate sentence Roberts for libellant.
Featuring
should deliberately give up our hus horrible eloquence. The American manity, the Department of Educa in men's reformatory at South
Annie B. Stover from Alden A. land deal in that town when Mrs.
Margaret Bowditch transferred $o
S.P.C.A., New York has published a
bands—she asks why we do not—to book
tion in Maine, according to the daily Windham; Willie Simmons, driving Stover of Rockland; cause, cruel and the Isle au Haut Land Co. 20 parcels
entitled,
“
From
Thumbscrew
to
the
influence,
$100
fine
to
be
abusive
treatment.
Libellant
given
under
those who are single. If the single Steel-trap,” which vividly depicts the press, has sanctioned a scheme of
of real estate aggregating 3150 acres,
ones want husbands it would show suffering produced by this device.
advertising the fur-trade through paid before the February term of leave to resume her former name, mostly shore front . One parcel alone
Superior
Court,
and
for
failure
to
Annie
B.
Smith.
G.
B.
Butler
for
more capability on their part to get
Humane workers are struggling to the T. J. Murphy Fur Co. of Lewiscontained 1111 acres.
FRIDAY, NOV. 14, TO SATURDAY, NOV. 29
them, as we got ours. It evidently abolish torturing traps. The Anti- ton, and is lending its public schools pay, 60 days in jail; Harry Mayo, in libellant.
has not occurred to her that these Steel-Trap League in Washington, D. to the plan. Four optional subjects toxication, 90 days in jail, sentence v Carrie E. Miller of Rockland from
Members of the Baptist Men's
Inclusive
married women who ride to work in C., has this purpose. Societies for relating to furs are to be used by suspended and respondent placed on Frank H. Miller of Bangor; cause,
cruel and abusive treatment. Libel League will find another nice sup
their own cars and dress well might animal welfare are concerning them high school girls throughout the Probation.
allowed to resume her former per set before them tomorrow night.
not be able to do so if they did not
Attractive Ladies’ and Men’s Prizes
widely and the general fed State in writing essays. The prizes j Frank Ferguson, one of the al- lant
name
of Carrie E. Soper, and to re And then, for a literary treat, as
: choose to work outside their homes. selves
for
the
winning
essays
are
to
be
fur
l
e
S
et
t
silk
dress
thieves
was
sent
to
eration of Women's Clubs has de
Personally I have never sought a clared itself in favor of legal meas coats and fox scarves. The teachers:
men’s reformatory, Judge Man- cover the sum of $250 in lieu of ali the speaker will be Miss Anna E.
Putting Lessons by Tim Carroll
Coughlin of the High School faculty.
position since I married, yet I have ures to prohibit trapping with the of winning pupils will also be re- i ser believing that because of his age mony. Payson for libellant.
President Crie, unavoidably absent
Pearl
A.
Robertson
from
Grace
R.
held four at different times.
Warded
with
fur,
thus
being
pleas[
and
previous
good
record
that
he
steel-trap. Georgia has forbidden
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from the opening meeting, will oc
Robertson
of
Rockland;
cause,
cruel
Doesn't
it
suggest
itself
to
the
antly
subsidized.
The
contest
is
said
1
would
be
better
off
there
than
in
♦+*+++<*++++++++*+*+++++++++*++++++++«+*+++++++++++4. “Single One" that there may be some use of this device and not long ago
cupy the chair.
and
abusive
treatment.
Walter
H.
to
be
approved
by
Commissioner
I
P
rlson
Gov. Richards of South Carolina
reason why business concerns choose vetoed a bill to permit its use under Packard, promoted by Miss Florence \ Edith Richardson for illegal de- Butler for libellant.
or retain married women for respon certain conditions. New York has L. Jenkins of the State Department' P°sit, was fined $100 and given six
Clifford B. Burkett of Camden was
Adah E. Carnes of Rockland from
At the Sign of
sible positions? However, had she made some progress in legislation of Education and abetted by all I months in jail, jail sentence to date! Arthur L. Carnes of Milford, N. H.; taken very ill Sunday afternoon at
{North National Ba'n'Kal
taken the trouble to look into the and a direct vote in Massachusetts home economics teachers.
j from June 2- 1930 Mrs. Richardson j cause, cruel and abusive treatment his home with a case of acute appen
offices and business houses on our has just revealed that the people of
Will one of the optional subjects had already served five months in Custody of Olive C. and Helen A. dicitis. He was taken to Community
own Main street in order to obtain a this state do not mean to continue be "The use of the steel-trap in the i Jail. awaiting trial. The charge! granted to Adah E. Carnes until Hospital where an operation was per
foundation for her statement (I trust to tolerate barbarous methods of capture of fur-bearing animals?" It' against Charles Richardson for I further order of court. Miles for formed, said to be successful. Mr.
Burkett has many friends In this city,
she is sufficiently generous to class gaining animals for furs. Maine and would scarcely be a winning essay ! iHegal deposit was nol prossed. Ray libellant.
widows and divorcees as husbandless) New Hampshire when their legisla that would tell of the trap in com mond Safford and Frank Varney, the
Helmi Sivonen Korvumaki from and Is a grandson of Mrs. Annie
! she would never have made it.
tures were last in session considered mon use which catches its victim be youths who broke into G. H. Hart's Emil Korvumaki of Warren; cause, Douglas, Warren street.
Wishing her luck, I am
bills whose aim was to humanize tween strong jaws and holds it store was sent to the men's reforma cruel and abusive treatment. Custody
A Married One
of Helmi Korvumaki granted to They never do things by halves
trapping.
struggling in torment, suffering the tory.
Rockland. Nov. 17.
The case against Frank Weeks Helmi S. Korvumaki until further down around Long Cove There's
Aside from consideration of pain to pains of gangrene, hunger, thirst,
the animal, a vigorous argument freezing, being beaten by another which has been on the docket for a order of court. Libellant to recover that Rhode Island Red of Albert
TO SALVATION ARMY
against use of the steel-trap is that animal and finally, after days of number of years was finally disposed $2 a week from the date of this de- Hall's which has just laid an egg
of by being nol prossed.
I cree toward the support of said which would be called a harlequin if
it does moral injury to the boy in
Will Go Proceeds Of Exhibition Foot teaching him to ignore distress. If torture, dying. Yet this is the man
it were an ice cream The center ls
• » « • .
i child. Miles for libellant.
This institution has purchased an addi
ner
in
which
fur,
with
few
excep

ball Game Between Army and the young people of Maine knew the
a
perfectly formed egg and the out
The
juries
were
excused
finally
:
Alice
Brown
Pierce
of
Owl's
Head
tions, is obtained.
side is a soft-shelled, while between
Navy
Saturday
afternoon.
Court
stenogfrom
Edwin
J.
Pierce
of
Auburn;
atrocities associated with the fur
tional set of safe deposit boxes, which
No, the real story of fur will not
rapher Samuel Carter left today for cause, desertion. G. B. Butler for the two Is the white of an egg with
trade, would not their ethical sensi
West Point and Annapolis officials bilities rebel against competing for be told. Rather there will be a Bangor where he will be in attend libellant.
the suggestion of a yolk. This par
are now ready for inspection.
ticular “Red" has been strutting
announced after a conference Satur prizes of fur won at the cost of so glorification of the trap-line and no ance upon Judge Dunn of the Su
Marian
G.
Daucette
of
Rockland
mention made of anguish, pain and
around in a very superior manner
day that the proceeds of the Army- much agony?
E. M.
preme
Court
in
an
equity
hearing.
from
Louis
H.
Daucette
of
Damarisethics.
since the happening.
Navy football game in New York
Judge
Manser
spent
Sunday
at
the
1
cotta;
cause,
cruel
and
abusive
Is there a department of humane
Dec. 13 will go to the Salvation
What makes a Stradavarius violin
Crescent Beach cottage of attorney I treatment. Custody of Louis H., Jr.,
Army for the benefit of the unem cost $50.000?—Its tone. That is what education in the State of Maine?
In preparation of the membership
Charles T. Smalley, and left for his 1 granted to Marian G. Daucette un
Mrs.
Edward
Breck,
president
ployed. The lowest price seat will makes the new Victor, the outstand
home in Auburn at the close of court I til the further order of court. drive to be conducted by the Parenti be $5.
ing radio. Maine Music Store.—adv. r*
Tuesday afternoon.
Father to contribute to the support of Teacher Association, beginning this
TO A FUR SCARF
Tlie proceeds are expected to ex
• • • •
said child $4 each week. Smalley for week, these ward captains have been
The trap jaws clanked and held him
ceed 1500.000 They will be used for
announced: Ward 1, Mrs. Neil Pack
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street,
fast;
.
Many Ties Sundered
libellant.
the benefits of the unemployed gen- will be open Saturday nights here None marked his fright, none heard
When final adjournment was
Fannie M. Chandler of Rockland ard; Ward 2, Mrs. K C. Rankin;
his cries.
I erally.
after for the special convenience of His struggles ceased; he lay at last
reached late yesterday afternoon from Lester J. Chandler of Norton, Ward 3, Mrs. Crosby French; Ward
Rockland, Main©
Lieutenant Commander Reinicke. out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head With wide, uncomprehending eyes
Justice Manser had signed 24 di- \ Mass.; cause, desertion. Custody of 4, Mrs. Arthur Marsh: Ward 5. Mrs.
And watched the sky grow dark above
said the game probably would be light adjusting etc.
114-tf
' Robert W., granted to Fannie M. Sanford Delano; Ward 6, Mrs,
And watched the sunset turn to gray; vorce decrees. The list follows:
1 played at the Yankee Stadium.
Julia M. Davis from Charles P. Chandler until further order of Maurice Ginn; Ward 7, Mrs. Rus
And quaked ln anguish while he strove
To gnaw the prisoned leg away.
Davis of Camden; cause, cruel and court; the father to pay toward the sell Bartlett. All parents and inter
Then day came rosy from the East.
ested friends are solicited to become
But still those steel jaws kept their abusive treatment. Custody of New support of said chid $5 each week.
members of this worthwhile organi
hold;
ell O. Davis granted to Julia M. Smalley for libellant.
And no one watched the prisoned beast
zation and contribute to the splendid
Davis
till
further
order
of
courtt
Rosa
Matson
of
St.
George
from
But Fear and Hunger. Thirst and Cold.
Victor Matson of St. George; cause, work being done for the city's school
Oppressed by pain his dread grew numb. | r-mery ior liDeiiani.
KNOX COUNTY'S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION
children. The dues are within the
Fright no more stirred his flagging
Rubie H. Beaudoin of Rockland j desertion. Miller for libellant,
breath.
from Elias A. Beaudoin of Newport. Enos H. Verge from Harriet E. reach of all—only 25 cents a year.
He longed in vain to see him come,
cause, cruel and abusive treatment.' Verge of Thomaston; cause, adultery
The cruel biped, bringing death.
Then through the gloom that night Tirrell for libellant.
An appreciative audience listened
Custody of Ethelyn, Woodrow and
come One
to the splendid Schubert program
Helen
M.
Gordon
of
Hope
from
|
Enos,
Jr.,
granted
to
Enos
H.
Verge
Who
set
the
timid
spirit
free;
I-*?
Gilbert M. Gordon of West Pownal, until further order of court. Thomp presented by the Universalist Quartet
“I know thine anguish, little son-So once men trapped and tortured cause, desertion. Gilford B. Butler son for libellant.
and assisting artists Sunday after
me.’’
Dean’s 6-Piece Orchestra
for libellant.
Jamieson P. Spear of Rockland noon at the Universalist Church.
—F. F. Van De Water.
Edith W. Booth of Yonkers, N. Y„ from Herbert F. Spear of parts un Each number was presented with an
Admission: Men 50c; Ladies 25c
from F. G. Booth of Vinalhaven; known; cause, cruel and abusive understanding and feeling that paid
REV. E. W. WEBBER DEAD
132T-Th-tf
libellant to recover $1200 as a spe- I treatment. Custody of Dorothy W high tribute to the melodious compo
Rev. Edward W. Webber died Sat cific sum in lieu of alimony. Smalley granted to Jamieson P. Spear sitions of one of the world’s greatest
composers, Franz Schubert, whose
Campbell for libellant.
urday after several months of fail for libellant
Pearl Stevens from Oliver Stevens 102nd death anniversary falls on Nov.
ing health. He was a former chap Marie E. Smith of Vinalhaven
lain of the State Prison and was from Rufus W Smith of Tremont: of Rockland; cause, adultery. Cus 19. An expression of appreciation ls
superintendent of the State School cause, intoxication and cruel and tody of Billie Dorothy Stevens grant made to the artiste who contributed
for Girls in Hallowell. Mr. Webber abusive treatment; custody of Rufus ed to Pearl Stevens until further their services so graciously, particu
to Miss Bertha Luce whose art
was born at New Gloucester. He WWallace M. and Dorothy M. J order of court. Llbellee to pay $5 larly
Tan and Black
istry on the violin is a never failing
held pastorates in Buxton, Rumford. Smith granted to Marie E. Smith ] a week for support of minor child. delight
to music lovers. Her rendi
t
Mechanic Falls, Faifield, Richmond until further order of court. Marie Tirrell for libellant.
tion
of
“Ave Maria” was one of the
E.
Smith
to
recover
against
said
Mabel
V.
Moore
from
Wilder
E
and Hallowell.
Rufus W. Smith the sum of $3 a Moore of Warren; cause, cruel and high lights of the fine program.
Mr. Nye would like the name and week, payable at the end of every abusive treatment. Custody of Donaid and Avis granted to Mabel V. Mrs. H. V. Tweedie. president of
address of the man who predicted month -Miller for libellant.
that women would lend a gentle and Genevieve E. Garland from Athan Moore until further order of court. the Methodist Woman's Foreign Mis
ennobling influence to politics.— C. Garland of Rockand; cause, Libellec to pay the sum of $8 a week sionary Society for Rockland, ac
adultery. Libellant granted permis- J for support of children. Pike for companied by Mrs. A. W. Gregory,
Judge.
Mrs. A. G. Dolliver, and Mrs. Thelma
sion to resume her maiden name, libellant.
Stanley motored to Lewiston Fridav
where they attended the annual dis
trict meeting of the Woman’s Foreign
THE NORUMBEGA IS SOLD
Missionary 8ociety and general
executive meeting. There was a
large attendance and much enthusi
SHOES FOR WOMEN
The Maine Central Railroad has The Norumbega, which has a pas asm displayed at all the sessions.
YOU NIED
NO LONGFR
sold the steamer Norumbega to Bos senger-carrying capacity of 300, was Mrs. Dolliver and Mrs. Stanley were
members of the special quartet which
Ot TOLD
for
cookingt dx)
ton parties, who are arranging to built by the Bath Iron Works in 1902, sang for the afternoon service. The
THAI YOU
and
has
been
operated
on
the
Mt.
HAVE AN
transfer her to that port after cer- Desert ferry route, where she has principal speaker was Miss Florence
-with this
glad to share its knowledge of
Serving a widely diversified list
EXPENSIVE
Nichols who has seen 20 years in
local conditions with its deposi
of commercial depositors in
tain work is completed, probably in carried many passengers of national India, 15 of which has been as presi
SILENT-SURE about two weeks. Capt. Rodney and International fame.
dent of the Isabella Phoburn College
tors whenever possible.
Knox County the Security Trust
AAA/vA ip
Sizej it® f|
at Lucknow. Miss Nichols’ subject
Sadler
who
has
been
in
command
of
She
has
always
wintered
at
this
OBOBIESS
CLEAN
Company is constantly in touch
was "New India" and she was heard
We feel that this is one of our
Listen tn
the craft has been transferred to the port and will be missed by the boys with absorbed attention.
with industrial and commercial
obligations to our customers, to
ENNA JETT1CK
Maine Central steamer Pemaquid.
down around Maine Central wharf,
trends in this section.
assist them, on request, in any

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19

TILLSON AVENUE MINIATURE GOLF
COURSE

RINGER CONTEST

North National Bank

DANCE

EVERY FRIDAY

Camden Opera House

OXFORDS FOR FAU

Ill

touch with conditions

QUICKER ,,,
$HMTEE~
Jr ,ili
e- '>(,f<HEATz
1

in Knox County

‘6

.Melodics Songbird

Among the Security’s deposi
tors are many of the largest in
dustrial and commercial enter
prises in this section of Maine
and on the Security’s director
ate are some of the most suc
cessful business and financial
men in Knox County.

The Security watches business
trends closely and is always

way possible within the limits
of sound banking procedure.
The Security cordially invites
Maine business men to use the
services which this bank af
fords. We assure them of cour
tesy, consideration, and whole
hearted co-operation in every
way in which it is the province
of a modem bank to serve.

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND
Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
A MEMBER OF THE $85,000,000 FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP

Everv
SUNDAY
Evening

Every
TUESDAY
Evening

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

OIL BURNER,

WJZ
WEAF
nml .4asorialed Slalions

Mail Orders Filled Promptly

McLain’s Shoe Store
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Saves time, money and labor.
—Eliminates eoal, wood, dust
and ashes. Burner gives in
tense, direct, uniform heat.

THURSTON OIL CO.
44 TILLSON AVE.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

•sgUSFatOF.

M<"

■o.s, tr «iao.iM>«

VictorRadio
A Musical Instrument
The Orthophonic of Radio

Maine Music Store
ROCKLAND, ME.

124-tf

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, care ot
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tai.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door, Referencee: Any poul
try raiaar.

CHARLES SHANE CO.
17-tf

HANDS IT ALONG

AT GORHAM NORMAL SCHOOL

Chevrolet’s Recent Price Cut Not
Thc Gorham Training School held
Competitive—Merely thc Result of an evening session last Wednesday.
Lower Costs
Many parents observed the regular
The majority of people In consid classes taught by critic and training
ering Chevrolet's recent reduction ln tcachers.
prices think of it as a competitive Field hockey practice has com
move. Actually it is a continuation menced. Many girls are availing
of a General Motors pqjicy, that of themselves of the opportunity to
passing on to the buying public the learn this sport which was intro
results of many economies. The re
into the athletic program last
cent price drop is due to a radical de duced
year, at the completion of the new
velopment ln car manufacturing, a hockey field.
development which will effect the in Miss Reed, the gymnasium teach
dustry as a whole. Extra values and er, has awarded green stars to the
lower costs are the result of this de members of the junior and senior
velopment and these have been passd
on to the buying public, as is quite s?dcer tew?'
order, f°r a gl,rI *
____
__________________
apparent
to those who have taken the obtain a star she must have played
in
five
soccer
games
giving her
trouble to see these new cars and note
credit of 25 points. A senior must
| the prices.
have earned two stars or 50 points to
obtain a numeral and a junior 100
points. Among the members of the
girls' soccer team who were award
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
ed stars were Ruth Miller of Sears35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND ; mont and Winnifred Lamb of Lin
colnville. Louise Sprowl of Sears
Osteopathic Physician
mont, Edith Wall of Rockport, and
Telephone 136
Feme Whitney are members of the
soccer team.

If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week
The lose of these tastes la a
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
O. TALK NOT TO ME
O, talk not to me of a name great ln
story;
The days of our youth arc the days of
our glory:
And the myrtle and ivy of sweet twoand-twenty
Are worth all your laurels, though ever
so plenty.
What are garlands . and crowns to the
brow that ls wrinkled?
•Tis but as a dead-llower with May-dew
besprinkled
Then away with all such from the head
that ls hoary!
What care I for wreaths that can only
give glory?
O Fame! If I e'er took delight ln thy
praises.
'Twas less for the sake of thy high
sounding phrases.
Than to see the bright eyes of the dear
one discover
She thought that I was not unworthy
to love her.

There chiefly I sought thee, there only I
found thee:
Her glance was the best of the rays that
surround thee;
When It sparkled o'er aught that waa
bright In my story.
I knew It was love and I felt It waa

glory.

—Lord Byron.
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DRIVE ENDS SOON

_________ THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_________

Rockland. Me.. Nov. 18, 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie. j
Who on oath declares that he ls Press- j
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Nov 15. 1930. there was printed a total
of 6280 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
Notary Public.

Every word of God is pure: he is,
a shield unto them that put their!
trust ill him.—Prov. 30:5.
STRAIGHTENING HIGHWAYS

Elsewhere we repeat some views of
the Brunswick Record upon that
interesting situation presented by the
crooked highway that now connects
the college town with Bath. We j
should think any motorist who trav- ,
els that portion of the Atlantic High
way lying between the two named
points would hold up both hands in ]
approval of any substitution of route
that shall eliminate in particular
those tortuous and danger-strewn
turns that one encounters in the
immediate vicinity of Bath. The con
necting of these portions of this chief
artery of travel makes for perma
nence and therefore calls for careful
consideration of every suggestion
that concerns itself with the elimina
tion of Maine's crooked roads. We j
wish our contemporary every encour
agement ln its oampaign to enlist
public sentiment in this matter, to
the end that the State highway com
mission may find itself supported by
general approval of any increased J
expenditures that might arise out of
the substitution of a former route for t
that now in use. What the situation
plainly calls for is a permanence of
construction, bearing reference not
alone to the already excessive de
mands of traffic, but as well the
future of it, the proportions of which
it is difficult yet to visualize. The'
only solution of traffic congestion,
declares Henry Ford, is to straighten
highways and build them of cement.
Let us wherever possible get the j
corkscrew twists out of the Atlantic
Highway before they become inexor
ably fastened in with cement.

Every-Other-Day
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STRAND THEATRE

But the Salvation Army Is “The Dancers," frank portrayal of
the reasonings and reactions of mod
Still Far Short Of Its De- ern youth where the emotions are
concerned is the Fox Movietone
. sired Fund

dbumincln^/

offering for Wednesday and Thurs
day. Lois Moran and Phillips
Holmes as the romantic leads, with
Walter Byron, who scored heavily as
the lover in "Not Damaged," and the
celebrated Mrs. Patrick Campbell
have important parts which they
portray with fine understanding.
"The Dancers" is the Fox Movie- I
tone adaptation of the famous stage !
play by Sir Gerald Du Maurier and .
Viola Tree. Its screen version retains 1
the fine qualities of the original.
The story deals with the ideal ro- '
mance of sentimental youngsters who ’
plight their love in the Gypsy
fashion. Lois Moran Is the girl who l
pledges fidelity as a maid only to find ■
that a three year separation from her ]
sweetheart, Holmes characterization, ■
combined with family objections and
the frankness of modern life, is too
much of a temptation for her to keep
her vow When her sweetheart re- !
turns she decides to withdraw from !
his life, leaving him to marry the
dancer, a cleverly interested role by 1
Mae Clarke, whom he has met in l
Canada. But it ends happily—adv. .

A stem chase is a hard one, as the
Salvation Army finds in its drive for
a budget of $2000 which is thus far
less than one-third realized—$680, to
be exact. The canvass will be com! pleted at the end of the present week,
and the officers hope by that time
to have heard from manv who have
promised assistance but have not
granted it.
Captain Fox and his associates
have encountered the usual misap
prehensions, and in reply they offer
the assurance that the money donat
ed in this drive will be applied direct
ly to the local work with the excep
tion of 10 percent which goes to
headquarters. And this statement
is entitled to a bit of explanation,
which is to the effect that this per
centage comes back to the local corps
in service and the opportunity of
using the institutions maintained bv
the Salvation Army.
The Courier-Gazette many times
has recited at length the good work
which is being sponsored by the Sal
vation Army in this city. The people
know it, and if they are not giving j JOHN A. STEVENS & SON
in the proportion that they should it
is through thoughtlessness or be- ] Painters, Lacquer Finishers
cause of many other demands, rather
Storage
than a lack of appreciation.
ROCKLAND
The income from the Salvation McLEOD ST.
Army block at The Brook is entirely
Telephone 13-M
used in caring for mortgages, taxes,
136*138
insurance and other forms of upkeep.
Not the least valuable of the local
Salvation Army privileges is the
dormitory. Hearken while we tell
you of the man who came to this
city a year or so ago—$500 in debt
and jobless. Captain Winsor. then
in charge of the Salvation Army, bent
a sympathetic ear to the man's
troubles, and he was given a week's
lodging at the dormitory until he
could get on his feet. Within the
week, he obtained a job, and there- I
after paid the regular fee at the dor
mitory. Today he is debt free, is
working steadily and has comfortable
quarters of his own.
The helping hand—that's what
counts.

THE NEW

Park Street Service Station
GAS .’. OIL .'. ACCESSORIES
Warm Car Storage at Very Low Rates
Over Night Storage a Specialty
I have taken over the large building at 42 Park Street, formerly oc
cupied by the Consolidated Baking Co., and it is being remodelled
into a First Class Storage and Service Station with steam heat and
all modern equipment.

Ready for Business in
About 10 Days
Your patronage is respectfully solicited. Our service will be very
complete and all prices very reasonable

Headquarters for Sales and Service on

Silent Glow Oil Burners

ParkStreet Service Station
Eber J. Davis, Proprietor
J

WITH THE BOWLERS

In the Knox County League Friday
———____ night the Dark Horses again out---------------------------------------------- - stripped their opponents, the loser
PLEASURES OF COLLECTING
BRUNSWICK ROAD
on thls occasion being Perry's MarPERSONAL CREDIT IS VITAL
ket. Norton was the only bowler who
It is the romance perpetually asso- ;
, r,i
-r e» • Lx
.i
m
approached the 300 class, and his 108
i lea 1 o atraighten the Now was high string. The summary:
ciated with the art of collecting—for
Dark
272; NewCrooked Brunswick-Bath
certainly it is an art—that keeps! New Question Is Of Mo;s Importance Than “Is He Good
Drunswicit raui bert
277;Horses-Ireland,
Williams 2gl; JacobSi
280;
aMve the interest of those who pursue
Pay”—What Promptness Means To the Community
Smalley, 274; total, 1384
Highway
its alluring paths. Always there is j
___
Perry’s Market—Small, 263; Ab[Brunswick Record]
bott, 275; Schofield, 255; Closson, 247;
the unexpected to be hoped for, and
Your rating with the business and professional men in Rockland does
Last week the Record published Norton’ 297; to^l, 1337
on rare occasion realized. Like this
not mean “are you a good fellow”—“a good spender," "a good talker,” "a good quite an extended article, accom- _ .
„
. . „ ,
news that comes of the turning up J
panied by a map and pictures, advo- 1. F°rty. Clu? No',Ls^L a
n
intender"—it means "ARE YOU GOOD PAY?"
of a musty, treasured and hitherto
TLast. week,
. .in a community not far from here, there was a story
,
I
ratine
the
adnntinn
hv
the
<?tate
nf
'
its
flnal
string
with
the
Wholesalers
some- eating the: adoption by the State of Frjday night and ended 22 plns tQ
unknown collection of Boswell's origi thing like this about a certain $10 bill:
fotheh7ad of C^ter street ta the g00d olidden had high string
nal manuscript on the career of
Mr. Smith owed Mr. Jones a $10 cash loan; he paid it promptly on the Bath as the logical route for this *1181 and Dar*s had high total. The
Dr. Johnson, including the eomplete
(Mr. Jones will be glad to loan Mr. Smith money j section of the great No. 1. Atlantic summary:
original of the “Journal of a Trip to again if need should arise). Mr.
Mr. Jones dropped
dropped into
into the
the meat
meat market
market for aa | Highway
Highway to.
to follow
follow as against
against the
the o-ff"^"siCFbBlack "MI^Darls 290'
the Hebrides.” We should employ roast for Mrs. Jones that day, and paid the $10 on his meat bill. The butcher. I "“u^now m' “tetXe* beTw^i 'J’B’ack- 286: total.' 1398.
the word romance advisedly in this Mr. Wagner, gave the same $10 to his wife who had reminded him that the Brunswick and Bath
1°liddc"'
connection, quoting the story:
In bringing this matter publicly 289: McLoon, 267; Chisholm, 252;
dressmaker's bill was due that day. Mrs."Wagner paid1 the dressmaker. The
The desire of Lord Talbot's guest dressmaker, Mrs. Brown, was then able to pay the dry goods merchant for before the people, the Record does Rogers, 283; total, 1376.
At Carr’s last night the Federals
at Malahide Castle to play a game of
not claim originality except in sug
croquet led to the discovery. The her account, and the dry goods merchant, with that $10 and other collections gesting the adoption of the old road defeated the Ford Motor Co. 52 pins.
servants were sent to locate the from other “paying people" was able to meet his loan at the bank promptly. bed from New Meadows river to the
MRS. H. C. CLARK
mallets, wickets and balls—and they ■ Everybody paid up, everybody happy.
head of Center street in Bath,
found two boxes in a damp dungeon.
Mr. Smith. Mr. Jones, Mrs. Wagner, Mrs. Brown and the dry goods man which has not been in use since old
Minnie A. (Lamb) wife of Herbert
One contained croquet equipment and
protected their credit with each other and the other business and pro- stage coach days many years ago. C. Clark died Sunday night at her
the other contained a mass of yellow, all
mem°ry home 33 Rankin street, after a period
crumbling papers. The castle had fessional people involved in the hundreds of little business transactions that op^yon'e now living0
previously been ransacked in search go to make up community living.
Seventeen years age, when the of ill health which had extended
of such a treasure and it was believed
Reverse the story and see how easily no one would have gotten their state highway between Brunswick over the past three years. The fu
neral services will be held at the resi
that every existing scrap had been money, and all written "slow" for themselves instead of “prompt.”
3,1,1 Bath was last before the public, dence Wednesday afternoon at 2
turned up.
a
strong
attempt
was
made
to
have
Too often we don't stop to think “what's in a name" in time to give that the King Turnpike adopted in place o'clock Rev. Jesse Kenderdine of the
The manuscript is on its way to
name
a gilt-edged credit rating that is a more dear possession than the ordi of the present route. At that time Methodist Church officiating.
this country to enrich the possessions
traffic conditions were not nearly so The deceased was a daughter of
nary
person
ever realizes.
of some collector with a long purse.
George E and Aldana A. Lamb, and
If you can keep your credit good with me I can keep my credit good serious as they are now. A couple she was born Dec. 29, 1866. Rockland
It is this group of buyers who render
miles
more
in
distance,
grade
cross

with my creditors and so on around the circle. And when YOUR credit ings, blind underpasses and sharp had always been her home, and here
increasingly difficult the path of the,
rating is good, and MY credit rating is good, and WE ALL HAVE good rat curves did not offset the question of she was married to Mr. Clark Oct.
modester collector, and yet there
ings, then Rockland has a "PROMPT" rating, and we have scored winning serving a few more families along the 27, 1886.
While Mrs. Clark's interests were
are always opportunities, and it is
route.
points in the game of making THIS ONE COMMUNITY IN TEN!
centered upon her home and
a fad that returns to its devotees
Today safety, speed and directness chiefly
family she had been an active and
are
the
paramount
features
in
dividends impossible of valuation in
Pendleton: vice president, Mrs. Flor through travel When the matter of valuable member of local patriotic
CAMDEN
mere dollars and cents.
ence Fairbrother; treasurer. Mrs. concreting thc Brunswick-Bath route bodies. She was a past president of
Taylor; patriotic® instructor, is considered by the State Highway Edwin Libby Relief Corps and
j This is Book Week at the Camden EvelynLucia
Hopkins; chaplain, Miss Commission as it must necessarily be Daughters of Union Veterans, and
We confess to being among that , Public Library and a cordial invita- Mrs.
Alta Pendleton; guide, Mrs. Myrtle done in the near future, there will j for these two organizations had
considerable body of citizens who ' tion
worked unceasingly. She was also a
x, is extended .to the
., public
_ to
_ visit Blake; assistant guide. Mrs. Bertha
C
±
IPast noble grand of Miriam Rebekah
declined to sit up through the dim there during this time On Friday , ThurR)w; inside guard, Miss Gladys >
continuing
the
existing
evils
of
the
at 4 o clock there will be a story hour Coose; outside guard, Mrs. Rena
Lodge, and a member of the Past
hours preceding the dawn of last I for the children.
route, and on the other hand Noble Grands’ Association and
Marshall; 1st color guard, Miss Marie present
the
making
use
of
a
shorter,
and
safe,
Saturday in order to note the adver- , clifford Burkett underwent an op- Berry; 2d, Mrs. Olive Marshall: press
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S. A high
tised celestial display of meteors. eration for appendicitis at the Cam- correspondent, Mrs. Myrtle Blake; straight route directly to the Kenne value was placed upon her friend
Did many of our readers deny them- den Community Hospital yesterday past president, Mrs. Nellie Barnes; bec bridge by way of the King Turn ship.
Mrs. Clark is survived by her hus
secretary, Mrs. Mary Nash; musician, pike.
selves those hours of sleep? And if i mornin8
In the opinion of the Record there band. who is a well known Park street
Miss Doris Fitzgerald; counselor,
!
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Virgil
Studley
and
so what reward did they have in | Roy Black of Rockland and Miss Mrs. Ethel Knowles. Supper was is no question but the latter route is merchant; one son. George B. Clark;
the one to adopt for the sake of the
meteoric demonstration?
Hazel Baker of Camden, returned served at 6 /o’clock. Rockland Aux future It will cost more to put one sister, Mrs. Fannie Bickmore;
two grand-daughters, Mrs. Elton
----------------! Saturday afternoon from a gunning iliary attended as guests.
through but as it was pointed out, to Merrifield of Kezar Falls and Mrs.
Moose are reported as somewnat I trip at Toddy Pond. They brought
the layman at least, there appear to William I. Vinal of Rockland. The
plentiful in Sagadahoc county. This ba^°n^^"ea class of the Baptist J
be no great engineering difficulties in only other near relative is Mrs. Annie
the way, as the route would follow a Douglass of Rockland.
suggests an invasion of territory not Church will hold a food sale SaturBright Kitchens
present highway or the line of a once
usually assdeiated with the wild life day morning at the store of Carleton, i
existent road all the way
NOVEMBER BRINGS THANKSGIVING
of Maine. What is the story of Knox French & Co.
[For The Courier-Gazette)
County the present season? We do | moying jntQ the Arthur Foster house
BRIGHT CLOCKS!
November winds are blowing.
not find in the news reports of our on Megunticook street,
The bloom ls off the clover.
Steel skates now shine, alluring.
correspondents as any allusions to i News was received in town yester- 1
The swimming hole’s “froze over.”
the visiting moose as sometimes are day of the death in Cincinnat °lll(1
j of Frederick Chatfield, a well-known
The trees are bare and ghostly.
Weird tunes the breezes sing,
chronicled.
summer resident of this place.
Perchance of resurrection that
----------------- j Miss Etta Merrithew has gone to
Another spring wUl bring.
It was the textile industry that North Vassalboro after visiting with j
What made the bright leaves fall?
complained of the harm done by the fri^dVand Uncolnptt G^and'and
What turned them brown like leather?
grants no Interview
We keep our stock alive to dress November
brevity of modern frocks. Now that [ past Noble Grands Association will
While busy making weather!
.when wanted
this article of feminine wear has meet m Warren Wednesday.
J
Gray dawns—aurora lights at night—
appreciably lengthened, the makers Miss Alice Richards of Waterville
Things stored for winter's living—
,
,
.
,.
.
,
.
.
is
visiting
her
sister
Miss
Grace
RichThese compensate for all that's chill—
of footwear find a lessening of deR
at her homc on Spruce
November brings Thanksgiving!
We Clean and Deliver Them
TNon^ spoil your kitchen
Belle N. Grant
11 iand for shoes whose novelty boost- stre(^
Telephone 647-14
138-140
cOTor-scheme with an an
Appleton
tiquated wooden clock. Choose
ed prices and made for prosperity in Tonight. Tuesday, at the Comique
the gay, vivid time-piece that
that department
Theatre Nancy Carroll will be seen
that department.
in ..FoUow Throueh:" Wednesday
modern housewives prefer . . .
a Miller Kitchen Clock of twin
„ ,
------- «
. ,
and Thursday, “All Quiet On the
Allusion recently made ln this Western Front;" Friday, Mary Pickkling porcelain such as the at
With a Quality Guarantee
tractive model sketched.
column to the extraordinary increase ford and Douglas Fairbanks in
“
Taming
of
the
Shrew;"
Saturday,
in telephone facilities and the con
Created in a wealth of charm
Keaton in "Dough Boys.”
ing patterns, they are not only
nection they give us with foreign Buster
At the annual installation of the
delightful decorations but su
countries—twenty-nine of them in auxiliary to the Sons of Union Vet
perbly accurate time-keepers.
all—has evoked from readers a erans at Megunticook Grange hall
Made with 8-day lever move
Friday
night,
the
following
officers
ments, Miller Kitchen Clocks
question or two. As for instance, the
were installed by Department Vice
are guaranteed to serve accu
process involved in a foreign call. President Mrs. Nellie Achorn of
rately and well. Priced with an
The Rockland subscriber, desiring to Rockland: President, Mrs. Florence
eye to economy:
speak to a friend in London, does
$350 to s6°°
exactly as though it were a friend in difference is noted. If the two ladies
Model Sketched... $6.00
Boston—she calls the long distance talked three minutes the charge is
operator, gives the London number of thirty dollars. If they ran over the
Crie Hardware Co.
her friend's telephone, and directly time—occasionally they do that—
‘‘Fresh from the Gardens”
Roekland, Me.
they are in as easy conversation as there is an additional charge of ten j
if they lived only a block apart. It dollars for each three minutes of
Sn Packets and Individual Tea-Bags
816
is when the bill comes in that the lengthened conversation.

DRESSED TO ORDER
POULTRY
Chickens
Ducks and Geese
MONROE’S

n

"SALADA1
TEA.

High Grade Salesman
WANTED
Our firm—a well-established investment security house
of national scope with headquarters in New York City—is
intensively engaged in recruiting a sales force for the State
of Maine.

We want a man who can represent us in the Rockland
territory—a man who can develop this territory to the best
advantage—a man who is interested in building a good in
come and business for himself through offering high-grade
securities to the investing public.
The man we select will be given an opportunity to build
his income in line with his ability and will also have the
opportunity, once he has proved himself, to advance to an
executive position. While previous security selling experi
ence is helpful, it is not essential. Some of our most suc
cessful men have come to us from other lines of selling—
automobiles, electrical appliances, etc.

P. S. Anderson will be at the Thorndike Hotel on Nov.
19, between the hours of 10 A. M. and noon, to interview

applicants.

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

OUR BOTANISTS

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Nov. 19—Annual fair of the Unlversa11st Church.
Nov. 21-22—Rockport's Big Carnival
and Pood Pair.
Nov. 25-26—High School play. "Not So
Long Ago” ln the auditorium.
Nov. 27—Chapin Class dance at Temple
hall.
Nov. 26—First annual ball of Rockland
police department ln Temple hall
Dec. 1—Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R.,
meets with Mrs. Irene Moran.
Dec. 1—Ruth Mayhew Tent Christmas
fair. O. A. R. hall.
Dec.
3—Annual
fair of
Methodist
Church.
Dec. 3—Rockport—Annual Christmas
Sale and Supper of the Methodist Ladles'
Aid.
Dec. 3-4—Thomaston—Annual Pair of
the Ladles Aid at the Methodist vestry.
Dec. 5—Thomaston, supper at the
Methodist vestry.
Dec. 10—Pair and supper of Women's
Auxiliary of St. Peter's Church.
Dec. 10—Rockport—Christmas Sale and
Supper of Baptist Sewing Circle.
Dec. 10—Thomaston—Christmas sale of
the Episcopal Ladles' Guild ln the parish
rooms.
Dec. 19 (7.15)—Copper Kettle porch,
opening meeting Woman's Educational
Club.

You are cordially invited to attend a

Home Economics
*

Demonstration
AT THE

Weather This Week
Weather outlook for week ln North
and Middle Atlantic States: Mostly
cloudy with occasional rain and con
tinued mild temperature flrst half of
week, likely ending by or during
Thursday, followed by generally fair j
and much colder Friday and Satur
day.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to
night, with supper at 6.15.

There will be a bridge party at the
BPW rooms under the auspices ot
the club Thursday evening.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
Thursday evening with supper at 6,
Mrs. Amanda Choate chairman.

TEMPLE HALL
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Thursday, November 20

Alfred C. Hocking of St. Oeorge
has been drawn for grand Jury serv
ice in U. S. District Court, Portland,
next month.

Kalloch Class will meet Priday
afternoon and evening with Mr*.
Carl Cassens for relief work. There
will be a picnic supper.
Emery Trafton arrived home Fri
day to take up work at the Living
ston Mfg. Co. for five weeks as part
of his training at the Northeastern
University.
The auxiliary of Sons of Union
Veterans is sponsoring a bridge
party at Grand Army hall tonight,
with Mrs. Elizabeth Murray and
Mrs. Anastasia Harmon in charge.

2 to 4 P. M.
“The Science of Homemaking” explained by a prominent
economist. Sponsored by your local grocer in cooperation
with the General Foods Corporation.

ADMISSION FREE

Nothing to Buy or Sell

Members of Edwin Libby Relief
Corps are requested to attend the fu
neral services of Mrs. Minnie Clark,
tomorrow afternoon, from the late
residence, 33 Rankin street, at 2
o’clock.
——
The Woman's Missionary Society
of Littlefield Memorial Church will The rummage and cooked food sale
meet in the vestry Thursday after under the auspices of the Woman’s
noon at 2 o’clock. It is requested Educational Club Wednesday in the
that aprons and scrap-books be vacant store in Masonic Temple block
taken in at that time
” will be in charge of Mrs. Elizabeth
Morton.
The Willing Workers committee of
the Universalist fair met in the ves*
ti*y last evening. Supper was served 8ixteen members of the Auxiliary
by tho husbands of the members of Sons of Union Veterans were
under the direction of Arthur F. guests of the Camden auxiliary Fri
day night for supper and installation.
Iamb.
Warm approval was expressed for
The Park Theatre offering for the exceptionally fine supper, also for
Friday and Saturday is “Up the the pleasing work done by Mrs.
River,” and features Claire Luce. Nellie Achorn, department vice presi
Manager Boyle secured it in response dent, as installing officer.
to many requests and believes the
public will be well pleased.
The Missionary Society of the
.
'i
Congregational Church will meet in
Manager Boyle of Park Theatre the vestry Wednesday at 3 p. m. The
attended the Strand Theatre broad program will treat of India and there
cast in Portland Sunday night. One will be a discussion of the question
of the Strand features this week is of home rule in that country. There
the Ous Edwards Revue, and Mana will be a speaker for the British gov
ger Boyle advises Rockland people ernment, and one for the Indian Na
who may be in Portland not to miss tionalists. A general discussion will
follow.
it.
The Chapin Class is to give a
dance in Temple hall Thanksgiving
night, with Dean’s Orchestra fur
nishing music. Mrs. George L. St.
Clair is acting as general chairman,
and the event promises to be one of
the outstanding social events of ths
late tall season.

Mrs. Clara Smith, chairman ot the
apron committee for the Universa
list fair, requests that all contributing
aprons have them at the chureh
Wednesday morning In case they
cannot be gotten to the church, Mrs.
Smith will have them called for.

Cooper Corps of Union was in
spected Saturday by Mrs. Eliza
Plummer, State inspector of W. 8.
R. C. of Maine. Here is found a
band of loyal patriotic women
"carrying on” in memory of the
brave GAR. veterans who have
passed on to answer the last roll call.
With a membership of 27, there are
living away from their home town
19, yet with courage and pride the
work goes on faithfully. Mrs. Plum
mer was accompanied by Mrs. Bes
sie Haraden who acted as pianist,
Mrs. Choate as past president, Mrs.
Huntley, Mrs. Winslow. Mrs. Libby
and Mrs. Marsh. Refreshments were
served and a very pleasant visit was
enjoyed.
You buy the finest jewels from
your jeweler, the best clothes from
your clothier. Why not go to your
music dealer for your musical in
struments The new Victor is a trife
musical instrument and the finest
radio in the world. It is for sale in
Rockland, only at the Maine Music
Store.—adv.

'
Harry small nas reiurnea ana
opened his barber shop in Hotel
Roekland. adv.
138 140

will bring almoat inatant relief?

ly meeting takes place Friday after
noon at 2.30, with Miss Hannegan
ln charge. Members of the club are
Invited to be guests of Mrs. W. O.
Fuller, Beech street, Thursday after
noon at 2 o'clock.

A acientifically compounded ex
ternal application that ahould ba
in every home. Sold only at

Venison specials at The Park Street
Cafe and Sea Grill during the sea
son.—
138-140

METHYL BALM

Johnston’s DrugStore
73 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND
Sent Poet Paid on receipt of price
76 conta
Mtf

Come and Bring a Friend

A Hudson convertible coupe, late
1929. Price, right. Reason for sell
ing, going South for the winter.
Charles H. Berry, Tel. 897-W.

138-140

Ci

Frank Lufkin of Glencove
Cites a Number of Interest
ing Discoveries

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In referring to one of our species
of bedstraw (galium) recently, Mrs.
Veazie said that she had never seen
the yellow-flowered bedstraw (gali
um verum). I had never seen it until
three years ago, when I was much
pleased to see it at Glencove, where
I found a circular patch of it about
12 feet in diameter, thickly occupy
ing the whole area, the manner of
growth reminding me of the fairy
ring mushroom (marasimus oreades),
except that the patch had not, as is
the case with the fungus, exhausted
the soil at the center, to grow onlv
at the circumference.
Diligent
search revealed no other plants of it
in the pasture.
\our correspondent also mentions
once seeing the wild smilax, or greenbrier. Her reference to that carries
me back to other days when I at the
same time loved and detested it. I
was then living in Rockport, Mass.,
instead of Rockport, Maine, and
there it grew very abundantly, so
much so that it was difficult to pene
trate the thickets, though both
clothing and flesh were penetrated.
Its vigor and verdancy were pleasing
to me. Its greenness makes the name
greenbrier fitting, but I prefer its
other name of catbrier, appropriate
on account of its fierce scratching
propensities. It was a fad with the
boys to roll a few blackberries in the
young, tender leaves, to provide our
selves with what we then considered
a delicious morsel. I prefer the catbrier, in spite of its fiery temper, to
its co-gener the carrion-flower,
found hereabout, which, though
totally unarmed, has, when in flower,
sufficient fragrance to more than
make up the deficiency
Several years ago I found one plant
of Galinsaga parvaflora, at “Roxmont,” a plant which has in recent
years found its way to this country
from distant Peru. The next year I
found another specimen of it a mile
from the first; last year a consider
able number on Beech Hill; this
year, in a garden on Oak street,
Glencove it was so abundant as
to be a troublesome weed. The
plant belongs to the composite and
has small white flowers.
Last year I found growing in a
swamp an abundance of the broad
leaved goldenrod, solidago latifolia.
If I had seen it before, I must have
confounded .it with solidago caecis,
which it considerably resembles in
/lower, but not in foliage Is the
species common here? I am very
glad to add it to our half-dozen or so
species of goldenrod.
Frank Lufkin
Glencove, Nov. 12.

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
Our

In the sale will be many Christmas Goods at
dollar prices, in addition to our usual good
bargains. See our display.

CAPT. A. B. FULLERTON

Capt. Albert B. Fullerton, known at;
one of Maine's ablest skippers, prior
to his retirement many years ago,
died in Bangor last Thursday at the
age of 83.
Capt. Fullerton was born and spent
much of his active life in Ellsworth.
Although not affiliated with Bangor
shipping interests, he was known as
a skillful navigator all along the
coast, and in his day commanded
some of the smartest crafts engaged
in the coastwise trade. Fifteen years
ago, Capt. Fullerton located in Ban
gor. He went about little in recent
years, but took delight in the com
panionship of old friends. He was a
member of the Baptist Church in
Ellsworth
Surviving relatives include two
daughters, Mrs Ambrose McDonald

SOUTH THOMASTON

IS “AGIN” BILLBOARDS

At tomorrow night's pound party
The billboard question is to come
at the Grange hall there will be a
jolly time but the supper and enter before the Maine State Grange for
tainment features have been elimi discussion and possible action at its
nated.
annual meeting next month, so W.
The rummage and cooked food sale B. Deering of Hollis, State Deputy,
of the Woman’s Educational Club told York Pomona, meeting Satur
will be held in the vacant store, day when a resolution condemning
Masonic Temple, Wednesday, from the boards was adopted. The resolu
1 to 9 o’clock and promises some good tion was presented by Erundel
bargains. Members are asked to Grange, which adopted it at its
meeting Oct. 21, while it is said that |
contribute articles—adv.
every member of that Grange is
There will be a public supper at pledged not to lease any of his or her j
Pleasant Valley Grange tonight at land for the purpose of erecting
billboards thereon.
6.30 o'clock.—adv.

City Matron Corbett Tells of
Good Work Done By Pa
triotic Citizens

Quite a few names of deserving
families have been given by the city 1
matron to many friends who are
anxious to make someone happy
Thanksgiving Day. Miss Corbett has
several more names, where relief
just at this time would not be out of
place
The mittens are coming in very
well One well known Rockland lady
has supplied a fine lot of yarn and
the Sunshine Society is doing the
knitting. Everybody seems happy in
helping others.
The ladies of the Congregational
Church are stitching, sewing, cutting
out, quilting and Miss Corbett has
received from this society' already
quilts, blouses, dresses, bloomers and
nighties all made by these ladies
The Universalist ladies have made
and sent In a number of quilts and
these will be more than appreciated
when the cold snap comes
Another lady is buying “coating”
and warm coats are going to be made
up for the “little fellers.”
A club (Mrs. Leola Rose president,)
has made a large quantity of layettes
and crib quilts. And now Mrs.
Tweedie and Mrs. Ellingwood are
putting their heads together and the
missionary circle is planning regular
sewing bees.
Thus the good work goes on—clubs,
circles, and church societies all help
ing to make others happy and help
lift the burden of want and need
from too heavily laden shoulders.
BORN
DOWE-At South China, Nov. 8. to Mr.
and Mrs. Edmund Dowe, a daughter.
Dorothy Alice.
SMITH—At St. Barnabas Hospital. Woodfords, Nov. 5, to Mr. and Mrs. Neil B.
Smith, a daughter, Norma Jean.

MARRIED
FITZGERALD-ESANCY—At North Vas
salboro. Oct. 29. Lloyd F. Fitzgerald of
Lakeside and Miss Hazel M. Esancy of
South China.
DENICO-PUSHAW—At China. Nov. 6. by
Rev. Mr. Palmer. Kenneth Denico of
South China and Miss Theola Pushaw
of Unity.
FRIEDMAN-FINEGOLD — At Portland.
.Nov. 16. by Rabbi Moses Shohet. Albert
Friedman of Augusta and Miss Anne
Finegold of Rockland.

DIED
KALLOCH—At Rockland. Nov. 17. Hattie
B. Kalloch, widow of William H. Kal
loch, aged 68 years. Funeral Thursday
at 2 p. m. from 157 Talbot avenue.
CLARK—At Rockland. Nov. 16. fllnnie
A., wife of Herbert C. Clark, aged 63 |
years. 10 months. 17 days.
Funeral .
Wednesday at 2 p. m.. from Rankin
street residence.
CHAMPNEY—At Rockport. Nov. 16. Au
gusta A. Champney. aged 85 years. 4
months. Funeral Tuesday at 2 o’clock
from Bowes & Crozier parlors, Rock
port.
CHATFIELD—At Cincinnati, Ohio, Nov.
16, Frederick Chatfield of Cincinnati
and Camden.

CARD OF THANKS
I Wish to thank the Ladles' Aid and
the Advent Sunday School for their kind
remembrances and all friends who sent
tne cards and letters during my Illness.
I certainly appreciate It all.
Mrs. Roscoe Simmons
Friendship, Me.
•
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our relatives,
friends and neighbors for their kindness
during our sorrow; also for the beautiful
floral tributes at the funeral of our
father. Frank M Robinson.

DOLLAR SALE will be

Thursday, Friday and Saturday
November 20, 21, 22

AIDING THE NEEDY

“Broken Beams” will be the sub- j The Star Alleys bowling league
ject of Miss Anna Coughlin's address will organize tonight at the alleys
before the Baptist Men’s League to- J The hour is 7.30.
morrow night.
The standing for the Thanksgiving
He lives in Rockport but he works 1 prizes at Carrs alleys is: Lynch, 138,
in Rockland. When his wife went turkey; S. Willis, 135, goose; Suke
a-visiting the other day she charged forth and V. Norton, 121, duck; Rolf,
him over and over to water the 118, chicken.
plants. He attended to the matter )
so faithfully that when she re
A young flyer named Donigan flew
turned and took down a vase she was down from Boston Saturday to see
covered by a stream of water. Dow { what the aviation capital of Maine
had watered the wax flowers.
looks like. He has aspirations to
cross the continent in faster time
The State council of the Comrades than Stanley Boynton made, but has
of the Way will be held in Portland i set no date for his adventure.
Saturday. Twelve members of the
local chapter have signified their
Leon W. Helson of Portland, dis
intention of attending. Others who trict deputy grand high priest, makes
wish to go, or who can provide an official inspection of King Solo
automobiles, are requested to notify mon's Temple Chapter Thursday
Mr. Rounds as early in the week as night, and there will be work on the
possible.
* Mark Master degree. The Star will
serve a 6.30 banquet at 50 cents a
While Captain Fred Cheyne and plate.
Ralph Stone were working on the
chemical near the residence of The feature offerings at the local
Mayor Richardson was yesterday's ' Clarence Merrifield Saturday after theatres this week offer excellent en
speaker at the Forty Club and de noon they heard a boy sjiout, and tertainment. They are: Strand—
voted his remarks to an enjoyable I turning to learn the cause of it saw! Today, "Remote Control;” Wednes
survey of his interesting life since a magnificent moose calmly survey day and Thursday, "The Dancers;”
1875. Hls Honor paid his respects to ing the situation. The animal flnal- Friday and Saturday, Jackie Coogan
several national celebrities who he . ly disappeared at the rear of the in “Tom Saw’yer.” Park—Today,
had contacted in a political way. • trotting park, moving with a grace “Eye s of the World;’’ Wednesday,
He received a vigorous testimonial of which excited the admiration of the “Those Three French Girls;” Thurs
the club's approval. Next week’s awe-stricken witnesses.
day, "Young Desire” and five acts ot
session is to be of the business va
R. K. O. vaudeville; Friday and Sat
riety with several items of special in
The latest development on the urday, “Up the River.”
terest.
Park street (New Rockland» busi
ness front is the Park Street Service Main street pedestrians were given
The annual Universalist fair takes Station which will be opened in a decided thrill Saturday forenoon
place tomorrow, with the doors open about ten days by Eber J. Davis He when a small boy stepping in front oi
ing at 2 p. m. There will be no ad has taken over the large building at Mrs. Florence McLain’s motor car
mission fee. Supper on the European 42 Park street formerly occupied by was knocked in front of another
plan will be served ffom 5.30 to 7.30, the Consolidated Baking Co. and
The latter car was
and an orchestra under the direction carpenters are remodeling it into a automobile.
stopped in the nick of time. The boy
of Emma Harvey will play from 4 modern storage and service station. —
George Goodrich of Patten, and
o’clock through the supper hour. Gas, oil and accessories will be nephew
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent ol
Under the efficient chairmanship of handled and the plant will be sales this city,of had
quite recovered from
Mrs. Nina Beverage a fair of unusu and service headquarters for the Si his fright when
he reached Knox
ally attractive features has been pre lent Glow oil burners. Automobile Hospital, where his
injuries were
pared, affording splendid opportunity storage will be a specialty. The found to be not at all serious.
to purchase Christmas gifts.
building will be heated by steam.
jfylcr, president of the
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick has al
Rockland motorists who frequently ways had the reputation of being an
BPW Club was in Waterville Satur
day where she Attended the execu pass the Hanson estate at Belfast excellent driver, but it was good luck,
tive board meeting of the State Fed will be interested to learn that a • as well as skill in handling a motor
eration of BPW Clubs, Mrs. Marion summer eating establishment 60x24 is ( car which prevented a bad accident
erected there, and that an 18- . in Wiscasset Sunday forenoon. Ac
B. Stubbs of the Lewiston-Auburn to be miniature
golf course will also I companied by Probation Officer R.
Club, and chairman of the program hole
bc
Installed
on the premises This A. Webster, Mr. Ludwick was con
committee, acted as toastmistress at estate was formerly
the home of Hon. veying four prisoners to the men's
the noonday luncheon. The business and Mrs. Edgar F. Hanson.
Mr. Han reformatory in South Windham.
session in the afternoon was con son having been mayor of Belfast
for ’ One of the forward wheels became
ducted by the State president, Sara 11 consecutive terms. He built one
lafflin Hammons of Augusta. Tea of the most imposing houses in that loosened and finally left the car
was served by the Waterville Club locality, and with his family occupied which careened toward the ditch and
fetched up against a culvert. The
and a musical program presented.
it for many years. After going south, forward axle was bent, but the six
the
property
was
sold
to
W.
R.
occupants of the car escaped injuries.
The meeting of the Speech Read
of Philadelphia, and soon This was undoubtedly due to the fact
ers’ Club Friday afternoon was Carver
after, on June 8, 1923, the buildings that Deputy Ludwick had just slowed
marked by the usual interest, partic were burned to the ground. Edgar
ularly in class work as conducted by L. Harding then purchased the the car to 10 miles an hour because
Miss Eliza Hannegan of Portland. property, ,and has just sold a half one of the prisoners had complained
An announcement from Mrs. James interest to C J. Whitcomb, proprietor of feeling sick. Assistance was
Rorrlg
v,ce president, was
sought through Mr. Webster’s A.A.A..
Tead to the effect that the Eastern of the Whitcomb Cafe, on Phoenix and repairs were made at Rines
Row.
Bros.' garage in Wiscasset.
^one Conference of Speech Readers'

“ .Clubs will be held in Springfield,
Mass., Feb. 20-21. The local club will
Why euffar torture* from fthou- ' ‘doubtless be represented. The week-

matiam, Sciatica, Neuritia, Muaeu.
lar Lameneaa, Sprain* and Brulaaa
whan
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Every-Other-Day

of Bangor and Mrs. Bertha Bockus
of Lynn; two sons, Sterling qf
Brooklyn, and George B., of Calais;
two nephews, George Ray of McKin
ley and Frank Fullerton of Thomas
ton; and ten grandchildren.

Costa Rfca's Army, we read, con
sists entirely of a military band. We
do not know how good the band is,
but we notice that nobody is invad
ing Costa Rica these days.—The New
Yorker,

THIS WEEKS SPECIAL

COCOANUT CAKES
24 Cents Per Dozen
Made From Fresh Cocoanuts

CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS
OPP. WAITING ROOM

ROCKLAND

Prices Go Lower
SALE of LAMB
lb 23c
Short Cut Legs
lb 12c
Fore Quarters
Neatly Cut Chops lb 24c
lb 15c
Stewing Cuts

"SALADA" Special Sale & Sampling
TEA

2 lb Package 39c

'■•‘Fresh from the Qarden^*

SPECIAL THIS WEEK
All Battle Creek Health Food At
3 Discount

Pie Meat LEAN
lb 19c
Lean Stewing Beef
lb 20c
Good Lean Hamburg
lb 25c
All Pork Sausage Patties lb 29c
BONELESS BEEF

For A Few Days We Will Give FREE CABBAGE
With Corned Beef

Pure Lard

57 lb Tub
$7.41

20 lb Tub
$2.69

Butter and Eggs Are Lower

lb 39c
Fancy Tub Butter
Cloverbloom Butter YOUR
Brookfield Butter
Guaranteed Eggs
doz 31 c
Newly Corned Beef
lb 15c
CHOICE

FREE CABBAGE INCLUDED

Very Tasty Cheese
lb 29c
Raisins seeded seedless 3 pkgs 25c
OR

Carolyn R. Andrews. John H. Andrews.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my heartfelt thanks
to the neighbors and friends who during
my long Illness so kindly remembered
me with letters, cards and flowers; espe
cially do I thank those who remembered
me so generously on my birthday.
Mrs. Cora Mank

Union

Perry’s Market

Every-01 lier-Day
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HO. FOR BOSTON!

GRADE SCHOOLS

WARREN

COULD NOT DO
HER CLEANING

Miss Christine Coolong of Hallowell
was the guest last week of Mr. and
Knox
County
Farmers
and
News Items Which Deal Prin
Mrs. Ernest Aehorn.
Mrs. R. M. Carroll and Reverdy
Farm Women Have Un
cipally With the McLain
Carroll of Union were guests of Mrs.
usual Opportunity
Burdeen Simmons, Thursday.
Building
3
4
5
1
2
fc 7 8
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hall of Water
Every farmer and farm woman in ville were Sunday guests of Mr. and Feels Much Stronger After
McLain
School,
Grade
Five.
ID
II
J
Taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Knox County is invited to attend the Mrs. Robert Walker.
The pupils have shown a genuine
) annual meeting of the American
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fuller and son » Vegetable Compound
interest
in
history
and
geography
by
apparent
reason.
Many
times
we
i7"
1
13
Farm Bureau Federation to be held Samuel of Belfast visited Sunday
devoting much of their leisure time
e>
can't guess what is wrong. The crying
in Boston Dec 8-10, also the confer with Mrs. Amy Fuller, who returned
Lankin, North Dakota.—“For nearly
to reference work and suggested pro
17
ence of farm women which precedes to Belfast with them to spend several four years I was not in good health. My
18
lb
19
15
jects. A variety of pictures has been
may mean a touch of colic; the little
days.
!
it.
This
is
the
first
time
that
this
work is eleaning
brought, and posters of transporta
bowels may be sluggish—or some ' great organization of more than a
The ladles of the Baptist circle will
20
2.1
23
house and I work
22
tion, farming, trade and manufactur
other
upset.
It
may
mean
any
of
the
million
farm
people
has
come
to
the
hold
their
monthly
meeting
next
outside too and
ing have been planned and worked
l.U w
Thursday
in
the
Montgomery
rooms.
east.
The
Farm
bureau
people
of
sometimes I could
common little ailments that children
2fc
27
out by the boys while textile charts
24
25
New England and other states in the The usual supper will be served at 6
not do it. I read
have been undertaken by the girls.
w
suffer. To bring quick comfort to
in the newspapers
northeastern group are planning to o'clock by the committee, Mrs. Lizzie
A
decided
improvement
in
penman

i
36
2ft
31
19
your little one, give a few drops of
about Lydia E.
give them a great welcome and make Waltz. Mrs. Viola Durgin and Mrs.
ship can be noticed and all pupils are
Martha Watts.
I’inkham's Vege
their stay in Boston interesting
Castoria. Most upsets of children are
working
on
drills
for
a
Palmer
pin.
32
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Davis were
table Compound
The county agents and home dem
Half of the class membership is
soon soothed away by this pleasantand I have taken
onstration agents of this country hosts at a baked bean supper at their
represented on the dental honor roll
. tasting remedy that children alt love.
three bottles of
3b
have received a special invitation to home Saturday evening. Those en
37 38 39 46
33 34 35
with these names: Dorothy Brewer,
this medicine. 1
attend, and County Agent Leader joying their hospitality were Mr. and
I Beulah Chelin, Richard Ellingwood,
In five million modern homes,
■i am feeling a lot
Deering has assured the secretary of Mrs. Everett Cunningham. Mr. and
42
43
Virginia Haskell, Richard Havener.
44
41
betterandl
the Massachusetts Farm Bureau Mrs. William Russell, Mr. and Mrs. _ _____
Castoria is a mother's first thought
Robert Hills. Russell Hewett, Eleanor
W
Federation, that as many as possible William Flint of Waldoboro and Mr. recommend it. You may use this letter
Simmons.
Ruth
Thomas,
Charles
when
a
child
is
out
of
sorts,
feverish,
w
47
4b
45
4s a testimonial.”—Tii.ije Trends,
1 of the County Agents and Home and Mrs. Edwin Nash.
Toner, William Karl, Frances Marsh,
w
cross, doesn’t eat right or sleep right.
The Cuckoo Club surprised Mrs R. F. D. #2, Lankin, North Dakota.
Demonstration Agents will attend.
Richard
Marsh,
Clarence
Peterson,
4fc
49
52
50
51
Among the outstanding topics William Partridge Friday evening by,
When bad breath, coated tongue, or
Ralph Rawley, Dorothy Smith, Ber
which will come up for discussion are dropping in and having things in' This Medicine I# Sold in Both
nard Thompson, Gordon Richardson.
languor tells of constipation. These
53
5b
to serve supper upon her1 - , ■ -j
T-Ll-, Fnm,
54
55
rural taxation, federal support for readiness
Esther Shapiro.
Liquid and Tablet Form
five million wise mothers know that
rural schools, and highway improve- unsuspecting return from Rockland.
The outstanding event of the
children should never be given stronger I ment. The meeting will have special The birthday cake made and decorat
56
57
I school year seems to be a Halloween
r
interest for Maine farmers because ed by Mrs. M. S. Hahn adorned the
j party which was given by the pupils
medicines meant for the fully developed
of the policies of the Federal Farm center of the table and it was a i
in their Home Room with Mrs. Luf
systems of grown-ups. Castoria is
Board in original organization of po jolly party that sat down to the meal,
kin an honor guest. Several clever
tato growers, dairymen, wool growers, Mrs. Partridge received several usefiil
gentle—safe, yet always thorough and
and artistic costumes were worn, and
and other groups The American gifts and the evening was pleasantly
new and delightful games were
effective for a child of any age. It may
A Battle Creek physician a»y»,
HORIZONTAL (Cent.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
’ Farm Bureau Federation has taken passed at cards.
,
plaved, followed by a variety of de
'Constipation ia responsible for mjf*
1-Easily provoked to 45-Pitched
12-Flinch
be given to the tiniest infant for
an active interest in the Farm Board
Frank L. Davis has had a new all misery than any other cause."
licious and colorful refreshments.
47- Little girl
14- Practices horse
anger
any little upset. When buying, look j and has had a considerable influence electric radio installed.
Several members of the class at
But immediate relief has been
48- Wooden pail
manship
9-Beaten with a
in shaping its policies. It is expected
Mr. and Mrs. Vertner Beckett of- found. A tablet called Rexall Order
tended the Children's Concert by the
for the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher
(Prov. Eng.)
walking-stick
15- Clasp
i that actions taken in the coming Thomaston i were Saturday night lies has been discovered. This tablet
V. S. Army Band.
10-Pertaining to a bone 49-Traveled on toot
17-Shone
on wrapper.
meeting will have a powerful influ- guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. V. Sim attracts water from the system Into
• * • •
19-Greatest number
of forearm
52-Cut
ence on the program of the Farm mons.
«he lazy, dry, evacuating bowel called
53-Flat part of printing 21-Purposes
12- Entangled
Educational week proved very suc the colon. The water loosens the dry
Sub-primary, Lucy G. Marsh, Harriet Wooster, Inez Bowley. I Donald Brackett, Margaret Havener, Board for the future.
press
23-Redeems
13- One who offers a
cessful
in
spite
of
the
holiday
the.
teacher.
Dorothy
Howard.
Katherine
Jordan.
Nancy
Howard.
William
Mack.
BarAmong
the
important
and
interestfood waste and causes a gentle,
55-That by which one 25- Mother-of-pearl
price
All parents and friends are invited Richard Karl, Lawrence Kenderdine,! bara Lasselle,, Douglas McAloney, ing features of the big convention first of the week. Malcolm Corner thorough, natural movement without
26- Pigment
15- Pronoun
ascends
school
led
with
38
guests;
the
great

to
visit
our
room
at
any
time.
There
June
Miles,
Emilio
Mazzeo,
Roger
|
Jeanne
Palmer,
Jeanette
Shannon,
j
will
be
a
display
of
New
England
forming a habit or ever increasing the
16- Forms of the fancy 57- Raw herb dish
29- Seize unexpectedly
have been ten visitors this month.
Newhall, William Pavson, Robert Everett Small, Pauline Spear, Rich- agricultural products to which Maine est number invited by Howard Mar fose.
58- Affirms
1S-Vigor
30- Destiny
tin.
Ruby
Starrett
and
Janet
Over

Miss
Steele
has
weighed
and
meas

Rackliffe,
Austin
Staples.
Guy
Nichard
Sukeforth,
Ruth
Wotton,
Kenj
will
contribute
freely
with
potatoes
Stop suffering from constipation.
20-Grotesque gestures 59- Those who mold
33- Newts
ured the children. The class is for olas and Frank Steeves.
j neth Weeks, Madeline Munro, Bar- and fruit as specialties An lnterest- lock. The next school was the Gram Chew a Rexall Orderlle at night.
22-Ship worm
again
34- Languish
mar,
with
25
to
their
credit.
Kathryn
tunate
in
having
only
six
under

Dorothy
Howard,
Lucille
Shute,
|
bara
Lamb
and
Lucille
Stanley.
We
ing
feature
of
this
exhibit
will
e
Next day bright. Get 24 for 2»c to
24- Scotch cake
VERTICAL
35- Wooden frames
weight children. All other pupils in Grant Davis and Frank Steeves have hope others will try hard to get their display of old time fann lmjneme t 3tarrett securing the greatest num day at the nearest Rexall Drug -'tore,
25- Bite
ber
of
visitors.
Next
in
order
are
In

the
room
weigh
almost
the
proper
|38-Tableware
had
the
most
star
papers
in
arith,
names
on
this
list.
typifying
the
growthi
of
NewEngland
1- Rodent
27- Ventures
termediate, 17, with Mary Trone lead Qharles W. Sheldon.
amount, or exactly what they should. metic.
[ Those getting the largest number ’ agriculture from the earliest day
39-Apparatus for
2- Allure
28- Saucy
VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND
ing;
Hinkley Corner, 17, Jean Camp
There
are
24
pupils
who
have
not
removing moisture
There is a library reading table! of 100 number and writing papers the present
__
3- Appears
29- Pertaining to the
STEAMBOAT CO.
been absent since school began: this year with a nice collection of, for October are: Earle Allen, Donald: Arrangements hate
historic bell and Christine Jones at the head
4-Collection of ancient 40-Sidl*
nose
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
of the list; Libby, 14; Pleasantville,
Ronald Berry. Grace Bowley, Alice books which have been brought by the Brackett, Barbara Lasselle, Edith show the guests
Icelandic tales
31- Cosy home
(In effect Oct. I. 1930)
42-Compose
Cross. Cora Dow. David Dow, Ashley pupils and the Public Library.
Vinalhaven Line
McLellan. Ruth Munro. Jeanne Places aroundI Boston also to ^gne 13, with Pauline Young the leader;
5- Pipe
32- Extortions
44-More mournful
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven daily ex
Drinkwater, Donald Estes. Francis
Halloween
decorations
have
been
Palmer.
Judson
Rector
Calvin
Sher^^re
S produce isactually Anderson, three. Libby leads in per
6- Coquette
33- ldeal abode
Sunday at 8 A. M. Arriving in
46- Vision
cent, having 155'v. Malcolm Corner cept
Haraden, Alice Havener, Sylvia prominent m our room for the pas: man. Lucille Stanley, Dorothy act® "nere 1
7- Not stained
at 9 20 A M. Returning leaves
36- Wild goose
p
47-Go away
100': and Grammar 90%. The High Rockland
Hooper, Russell Kaler. Raymond month with witches, cats and owls Thomas. Rita Tibbetts, Joseph Vas- sold
Rockland at 2 30 P. M. direct for Vinal
8- Boy
37- lnequality
School,
though
not
working
to
com

50-lnvalidate
haven.
arriving
at 3.45 P. M.
Kennedy.
Margery
Mills,
Albert
9- A beaver or its fur
41-College societies
playing their ever important part so, Harold Walsh and William Mack,
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
pete, had three visitors.
Munro. Charlotte Murphy , Edwin during this time of year.
11-Regard with fear,
51-Gay
EAST WASHINGTON
(abbr.) '
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
*
*
*
*
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Haskell were in cept Sundav at 6 A. M . arriving at Ston
Olson. Douglas Perry, Mary Perry,
54-Swiss river
43- Entomology (abbr.)
respect and
• • • •
Grade one, Kathleen Haskell, John Carroll of Washington was a Brunswick
Friday, Mr. Haskell to un ington at 6.55 A. M.. North Haven at 7.50
Virginia Risteen, Laura Steeves, Dor
,56-Doctors (abbr.)
i
affection
44- Affected smile
Grade six-seyen, Jeannie teacher.
business visitor in this vicinity last dergo routine inspection as to the A M.. due to arrive at Rockland about
othy Sylvester, Matilda Thorndike, D.McLain,
9 o'clock Returning leaves Rockland st
McConchie. teacher.
School opened with an enrollment week.
. , . condition of his ears and eyes. Mr. 130 P M . North Haven at 2.35 P. M.,
John Duff and Robert Walsh
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
Names
of
pupils
on
the
dental
.
F.
P.
Sawyer
of
Malden
was
at
his
Stonington at 3.40 P. M.. due to arrive st
Begin
of
Waterville
substituted
at
the
There are 48 pupils who have not
honor roll: Willis Anderson, Basil Billy East has gone South for the summer home The Firs last week station, making the Dunroaming Inn Swan's Island about 5 o'clock.
GLENMERE
been tardy since school began.
B. H. STINSON. General Agent
winter.
his headquarters.
These pupils are on the dental Bowen. Malissa Bostick, David Cur These pupils have not been ab end.
STATE OF MAINE
tis.
Virginia
D'Agostino,
Virginia
Hairy
Karhman
was
recently
at
Fred
Eldridge
of
Middleboro,
Mass.,
Clayton T. Miller
honor roll: Edwin Olson, Wilbur
Knox County, ss.
Superior Court
sent
or
tardy.
Arnold
Allen,
Virginia
Gray,
Mary
Havener,
Geneva
Hill,
is
the
guest
of
his
uncle,
C.
B.
Hall.
home
over
the
weekend.
In Equity
Funeral services of the late Clay Weeks, Earle Chandler, Donald
Barlow,
Eileen
Beach,
Walter
Butler,
MABEL
H.
CREIGHTON
Marion
Harvey,
Vernon
Kenney,
Walter
Sterrett.
Charles
Sterrett
Harland
Ripley
Is
at
work
for
ton T. Miller of Portland were held Estes. Mildred Harvey, Alice Haven
vs.
Freeman Brewer, Elizabeth Clough,
HARRY BRADFORD. CHESTER A.
at the Ridge Church Thursday after er. Raymond Kennedy, Raymond Alice Kent, Genevieve Lindsey, Elea Roderick Crandall, Barbara Cun- Earle Boynton doing repair work on and Joseph Leonard returned from
Look, Betty McBeath, Betty Mc
their hunting trip at Macwahoc early
the telephone lines.
BRADFORD. JENNIE B.
noon, Rev. F. W. Barton of Tenant's O'Brien, Dorothy Sylvester, Laura nor
YOUNG, et als
Mrs. Alice Fuller of South Liberty Friday morning.
Harbor officiating. A trio composed iSteeves, Mary Wotton, Alice Cross Alary, Adelbert Newbert, Margaret nin?ham, Harrison Dow. Roger HarCOMPLAINT
Mrs. William Vannah of Winslows To the Honorable
of Mrs. Frank Wiley. Frank Wiley i
Drinkwater, John Duff, Mary Rogers, Thomas Sheehy, Shirley JLey' D?r?Sy _,K,ennetly' Robert was a visitor at the home of Mr. and
Justices of our Su
?h a"d ,Ori,n phelps.
Mills was overnight guest Friday of perior Court:
Mrs. C. E. Overlook last Sunday.
and Byron Davis sang "Shall We T?.®ught??' charles Lassell. Margery Stanley. Gordon Thompson, Jane NaOn
the
dental
honor
roll
are:
Vir

Mabel
H.
Creighton
of Thomaston,
Mrs. Olive Light who has been ill Mrs. Helen Hilton.
Meet Beyond the River," with Lena I Mills, Albert Munro, Charlotte Mur- Welch, William Cross and Kenneth ginia Barlow, Eileen Beach. VirKnox County. Maine, complains against
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Sterrett had as Harry
>
is
now
much
improved.
Harris accompanist. Mr. Miller was I P^y: Mary
Mary Perry, Robert Walsh, Morgan.
Bradford
of
Abington.
Mass.,
Pupils not absent or tardy for the ginia Bowley, Beatrice Benner, W. W. Light is working for Bailey Sunday dinner guests Mr. and Mrs. Chester A Bradford of Dorchester. Mass.,
instantly killed in an automobile ac- Ruth Widdecomb, Ronald Berry,
Charles
Breen,
Fred
Burpee,
Walter
and
Jennie
B
Young
of
Thomaston,
L. Davis.
cident at Pittsfield early Tuesday Harry McCrillis. Grace Bowley. Carl past eight weeks: Willis Anderson. Butler, Douglas Cooper, Barbara Grinnell of Stickney Corner on his F. M.
. and other persons, to your com
S. Hahn returned Monday Me
plainant unknown, and respectfully repmorning on the way to Matta- Greige, Sylvia Hooper and Barrett Frederick Bartlett, Malissa Bostick Cunningham, Ernest Dondis, Harri new house.
morning
to
Winthrop.
Jordan
Tesents that:
John
Blethen,
Domenick
Cuccenelflc.
Friends
in
this
place
recently
re

w’amkeag for a hunting trip. He was
1. Complainant is the owner In fee of
Miss Hilda 1 Wilson of Rockland
David Curtis, Vernon Kenney. Win son Dow, Miriam Dorman, John ceived announcement of the marri
a member of the Maine Mineralogicertain island, situated in Penobscot
Flint. Elwood Hewett, Shirley How age of Miss Hazel Esancy and Lloyd spent Sunday with Miss Mabel Craw
slow
Hutchinson,
Marion
Harvey.
Bay
and in the Town of Vinalhaven in
cal Society, brother members of At McLain School the children are
ard. Charles Huntley, Robert Nash, Fitzgerald of China and Vassalboro ford.
Knox County, known as Garden Island
Genevieve
Lindsey.
Margaret
Rogers,
which served as bearers. He was a delighted with a new Atwater-Kent
Veronia
Murphy
and
Donald
Moody.
and
being the northernmost island of
Fitzgerald's many friends here Lewis Sawyer of Rockport, accom the Little
mechanic by trade and had been radio phonograph purchased largely Barbara Rogers, Thomas Sheehy, Jr.,
White Island Group and con
Pupils who got the most hundreds Mrs.
panied by Mrs. H. I. Holt, Miss Ade taining thirty
Lewis
Small,
Winifred
Stanley,
Shir

wish
them
years
of
happiness.
acres, more or less; said
with the Marmon concern in Port by money received from sales carried
Helvi i for October arp: Lucille Hupper, Barlaide Holt and Miss Susie Hahn, mo title being held by this complainant as
ley
Stanley,
Jane
Welch,
Joseph
Myer
and
friend
Mr.
Taylor
land the past three years. He is sur on by teachers and pupils made pos
.
[
bara
Cunningham,
Virginia
Bowley,
successor to her father. J. H. H. Hewett,
tored Friday to Bangor.
of said Thomaston, deceased.
vived by his wife Verona Watt sible through help and generosity of Rivers and Vieno Kangas.
j Eileen Beach. Charles Breen, Rod have been enjoying a week's rest at
Miss Carrie Stackpole of Thomas late
2 Said J. H. H Hewett, complain
Miller and four children, also a parents and friends.
erick Crandall, Walter Butler, Prescott farm.
ton
was
the
guest
Sunday
of
Mrs
ant's
predecessor in title as aforesaid. In
Grade six-eight. S. Montgom Charles Huntley. Virginia Barlow, I Mt(s. Blanche Johnston was the George Gray.
sister of New Castle, N. B. Many The Parent-Teacher Association
his lifetime, on the eighth day of Janu
guest
last
Friday
of
her
daughter
ary.
1896.
signed, executed and deliv
pressions of sympathy were shown in helped with a generous donation and ery, teacher.
William Thorndike, Roger Harvey.
Miss Ermina Williams is spending
The pupils who have had perfect Warren Marks. Robert Nash. Ve in-law Mrs. Nina Johnston at the a few days at Rocsland with Mr. dnd ered to one William B Bradford of
the beautiful floral tributes. Inter-1 thanks are also to be given to Harold
Thomaston
a mortgage deed of seven
ment was made in the Ridge ceme- ■ Karl, who installed the radio and attendance thus far this term are: ronia Murphy and Elizabeth Clough. village.
eighths undivided of said island; said
Mrs. Alfred MacFarland.
We believe “a satisfied cus
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
M.
Prescott
with
June
Cook,
Ernest
Demass,
Charles
mortgage
being
recorded in Knox Coun- (
tery. Out of town relatives and; made Its purchase possible by generMiss Doris Hyler is having a vaca
tomer is the best advertise
Dorgan, Everett Harriman, James One out of every four women in the Mr. Meyer and Mr. Taylor enjoyed a tion from St. Clair & Allen's where ty Registry of Deeds. Book 92. Page 37. •
friends attending the services were out discount
ment,” and on that principle,
A true coov of record of said mortgage
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lyle (Cassie Many visitors have commented Hayes, Roy Joyce. Margaret Hussey, United States between the ages of 16 motor trip to Berlin, N. H. last Wed she is employed, and is planning to is attached to this bill of complaint.
our business is increasing.
Watt) of Attleboro, Mass., Thomas upon the attractiveness of the rooms Alice Jackson, Margaret McMillan, and 64, is employed in a gainful occu nesday. They also visited other make short trips to Bangor, Norway 3. The mortgagee. William B. Brad
We shall be very glad to ad
ford. died intestate. March 8. 1906. and
while away and re and other points.
Watt of Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. Vand which were attractively decorated for Dorothy Munro, Barbara Orff. Henry pation. according to a statement over . places of interest
.
vise you on the selection of a
the said Harry Bradford. Chester A.
Simmons. Dorothy Spear, Dorothy radio by William M. Steuart. director P°r^ a splendid trip,
er Newbert of Waldoboro, Levi Clark Halloween season
Rev. Howard Welch of Auburn was Bradford and Jennie B. Young are all
suitable Memorial for your
Welsh
and
Beulah
Wright.
the heirs at law of said William Bradot Thomaston, Donald Watt, Herbert The first half of fall term is fin
of the census. This indicates that
the Sunday guest of Mr. and Mrs. Iprd
Cemetery plot.
known to this complainant as hav
The pupils having an average of women are of growing economic imcritic says America needs a new Fred Wyllie.
Haven, Leon Levesque, Mrs. Robert ished with attendance In all rooms
ing rights under said mortgage. Never
100 per cent in spelling for the first portance. which makes it desirable religion. Something, perhaps, that
Feltmate and Mr. and Mrs. Harold very good
Rev. H. I. Holt gave the children of theless your complainant avers that other
easc
conscience and yet not the Sunday school primary depart parties, unknown to her. may have ac
Swanson of Portland. [Portland In Grade Two these children had ranking period are: (Div. 6-8) Ernest that their earning power be projectWm. E. Dornan & Son
quired rights by purchase. Inheritance
papers please copy.]
perfect attendance: Arthur Brewer, Demass, Margaret Hussey, Maizle ed into the future by means of life cramp the style.—San Francisco ment of the Congregational Church or otherwise, in and to said mortgage.
Chronicle.
a five-minute talk at the beginning -, 4. Your complainant has owned the
Inc.
Richard Brown. Patricia Ellis, Doris Joy, Clara Gregory, William Milli insurance.
estate of said mortgagor. J. H. H. Hew
of the morning service Sunday, tak ett.
Gatti, Edward Harriman, Arllne Hill gan, Barbara Orff, Pauline Quinn,
SOUTH HOPE
in said premises and has been in
EAST UNION, ME.
ing “The Golden Apples" as his sub uninterrupted
Mary Lamb, Helma Lehto, Mary Henry Simmons, Leighton White and
possession of same for
117T-tf
Beulah
Wright;
(Div.
6-10),
Flora,
ject.
more than twenty years, to wit, since
Maker,
Ruth
Seabury,
Vernon
Stud

W. W. Lermond was a lucky hunter
the eighth day of March. 1909.
Hooper;
(Div.
6-6),
Emma
Nye
and
Mr
and
Mrs.
Lewis
Blood
and
fam
ley,
Howard
Thomas
and
Harold
Tol___________________ _
when he shot a deer last Tuesday ir.
5. Your complainant avers that no
William Taylor; (Div. 6-7), Jane'
ily of Camden spent Sunday with pavment
man.
on principal or interest on
irBJgJSJZJZJBJERJBfZJZfBfRIZfZfZfeUZJ Philbrook Mountain in Hope.
Welsh,
Edith
Dondis,
Marion
FernMrs.
Tena
Hunt.
said mortgage has been made or de
The
ooys
and
girls
in
this
grade
are
Mrs. H. A. Hart was a recent guest
manded. nor any other act done in rec
aid,
Vienna
Kangas.
Genevieve
The
Dorcas
Circle
of
King's
Daugh
of Mrs. Fred King in Mount Vernon holding a contest in arithmetic.
ognition of its existence as a valid mort
tors were entertained Monday eve gage.
within twenty years last past; and
Daniel Nutter who has had em Those having most hundreds are: Lindsey, Helen Mills, Helvi Rivers,
ning
by
Mrs.
Forrest
Spear.
Barbara
Rogers
and
Shirley
Stanley.
that
the date of maturity of said mort
ployment at Clark Island for the Anna Staples, Howard Thomas, Ver
gage was January 8. 1897.
Mrs.
L.
E.
McRae
and
son
Lincoln
Edith
Choate
and
Muriel
McPhee
summer has moved his family from non Studley, Mary Lamb, Paul
6. The record title to said premises la
and Miss Evelyn Morse of Rockland encumbered
by the undischarged mort
there onto the Frazier farm owned Stevens. Esther Cohen. Ruth Larkin, are back after an absence of six
were
dinner
guests
Sunday
of
Mr.
and
gage
as aforesaid, although this com
weeks
due
to
whooping
cough.
Mary Maker, Edward Harriman,
by W. B. Fish.
plainant has heretofore, to wit. on the
Mrs.
B.
E.
Watts.
James
East
has
gone
to
Florida
for
Mrs. S. A. Fish spent several days Richard Brown, Arline Hill and Ruth
day of September. 1930. made de
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Morse of New 24th
the winter.
Goldberg
in Rockland last w’eek.
mand on said respondents that the
•
•
•
*
York
visited
Mrs.
Cecil
Cushman
Sun

mortgage
be discharged of record.
All of the children are making fruit
L. L. Mills is at home from the
“Mighty Monarch# of the
7. The complainant has no remedy
day.
McLain School, Grade three.
Soldiers' Home at Togus for a few booklets for language work and some
at law available to her to secure the dis
Ivy Chapter, O.E.S.. will have as charge of said mortgage.
Air”
These children have had perfect
months' stay.
are very artistic.
guests next Friday evening, ForgetWherefore your petitioner prays that
Dental honor roll: Esther Cohen, attendance: Shirley Allen. Betty
There will be a public supper at the
hearing upon this petition be held at
Me-Not Chapter of South Thomas asuch
South Hope Grange hall Thursday Lucille Connon, Donald Fogg, Mary Beach. Evelyn Harvey, Elizabeth
and place as the Court may
ton and Fon-du-lac Chapter of deem time
night at the usual hour; 25 cents and Lamb, Stanley Murray, Geraldine Lurvey, Albert Pease. Paul Rackliffe,
proper; that personal notice of the
Washington.
Mrs.
Belle
Frost,
D.
D
pendency
of
said hearing be ordered
1115 cents. Mrs M. M. Tavlor. Mrs. Norton. Robert Smith, Ruth Sea Gordon Stanley, Eugene Stickney,
ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
upon the respondents. Harry Bradford.
G. M ..of Rockland will be present.
Chester A. Bradford and Jennie B.
(Your Local Authorized Dealer ! W. W. Lermond and Mrs. Joe Pushaw bury, Vernon Studley, Harold Tol- Ruth Sukeforth, Atheleen Tibbetts,
{ are to be the housekeepers. A man, Howard Thomas. Erold Trainer, Ruth Tibbetts and William Hanley.
Young; and that published notice of the
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
for Majestic Products)
I social with games will be held in the James Wentworth, Theresa MacWhereas Sidney Wentworth of Hope in same be ordered for the benefit of
The arithmetic contest, running
parties unknown: and she further prays
585 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME. ; i evening.
the
County
of
Knox
and
State
of
Maine
Laughlin and Robert Chisholm.
for the first six weeks, was won by
by his mortgage deed dated the 21st that decree issue under provisions of
These boys and girls had most star Patricia Allen who had 15 hundreds.
day of November. 1928. and recorded in the Statute of Maine setting forth the
nsjBjzraraziajzjmrareraarzrejajzi
papers for first half of term: Mary A close second was Raymond Grindle
the Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 218 facts as they may be found and forever
page 500. conveyed to me the under restraining any persons whatsoever from
Lamb. Anna Staples. Lucille Connon, having 12 perfect papers. Another
signed. a certain parcel of real estate bringing any action at law or equity to
Vernon Studley, Stanley Murray, contest is on and this time the girls
situated In said Hope and bounded and enforce a title under said mortgage, for
such other and further relief as may be
Geraldine Norton. Ruth Seabury, are racing the boys. The losing team
described as follows, to wit:
On the North bv lands of Alden Rob found proper and for her costs In thia
Paul Stevens. Edward Harriman, is to treat the winners.
bins and Jethro Simmons; on the East behalf sustained.
Ruth Goldberg.
Respectfully submitted.
At the end of the eighth week of
by lands of Ansel Keene. Betsey Went
worth and Ephraim Gould; on the ensign otisMABEL h CRE!OHTON
In Grade Two these children had school these children had received
South by land of Ephraim Gould; and
perfect spelling for first half of term: the average mark of 100 per cent in
Since 1840 this firm has
■
Attorney
on the West by lands of Lewis Went
BEWARE OF
Lucille Connon, Donald Fogg. Ruth spelling; Sylvia Hayes. Patricia
faithfully served the fam Hie.
worth and John Gurney, and containing State of Maine
about 78 acres, with the buildings County of Knox, ss.
Goldberg, Mary Lamb. Ruth Larkin, Allen, Shirley Allen, William Hanley, j
of Knox County
IMITATIONS
thereon.
_
„
October 27. 1930.
Mary Maker, Barbara McCartney,
LADY ATTENDANT
• • • •
And Whereas the condition of said »<P£r?°nal,y append the above named
Mabel H Creighton and made oath that
Geraldine Norton, Ruth Seabury,
Tel. Day 450;
781-1
mortgage
has
been
broken.
Grade six-six, Frances Hodgdon,1
Now Therefore
by reason of the she has read the foregoing petition and
Robert Smith, Everett Spear, .Anna teacher.
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
breach of the condition thereof. I claim that the matters contained therein are
NLESS you see the name
Staples, Paul Stevens and Vernon
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
beVief10
^>est °* ^er ^nowledge and
On dental honor roll are 16 pupils:
Bayer and the word genuine
Dated this thirteenth dav of Novem
Studley.
Irena Allen. Alice Clancy, Robert j
Before me,
ber. A. D. 1930.
The work with Rhythmic Orches Crane,
Meredith Dondis, Raymond
I Seal I
ENSIGN OTIS
on the package as pictured
WILLIAM B. FISH
ROCKLAND. ME
tra is progressing finely, children Ellis, James
STATE OF MAINE
_
Notary Public.
Favreau, Ruth Har
here
you
can
never
be
sure
playing many numbers with pre rington, Herman
ORDER OF NOTICE
Knox
SS
November
13.
1930
Hoffses, Emma!
On the above described petition, It la
Personally appeared the above subcision
and
enjoyment.
Deal Promptly With Kidney
that you are taking genuine
w*lllam.B Fish and made oath hereby Ordered
Grade four, Harriet Lufkin, Lindsey. Winnie Larrabee, Emma j
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
That notice of the pendency of these
true
forego ng foreclosure notice is
Nye, Mildred Phelps, Richard Perry,
Irregularities.
Bayer Aspirin tablets which
proceedings be given to each of the
teacher.
Before me.
named respondents in said petition, by
Dentist
These children have had perfect Mildred Wall, Elden Widdecomb and
When bladder irritations,
thousands of physicians have
Witham.
attested copy of petition
nfl T
EDWARD C. PAYSON
getting up at night and con attendance the past six weeks: t Dorothy
•with this order thereon at their usual
302 MAIN ST.ROCKLAND, ME
138-T-144
Justice of the Peace.
Pupils not absent one-half day1
always
prescribed.
places
of
abode;
and that notice to
Roger
Newhall,
Dorothy
Howard,
stant backache keep you miser
Telephone 915-M
during eight weeks are Irena Allen, 1
parties interested but unknown to pe
Felice
Perry.
Wesley
Milligan,
Earle
able,
don
’
t
take
chances!
Help
titioner
be
given
by
publishing an at
RJhf
Clancy, Robert Crane, Ray-1
The name Bayer means
DENTAL NOTICE
Cook. Austin Staples, Roger Perry. Alice
tested copy of petition, with this order
your kidneys at the first sign
mond
Ellis.
Herman
Hoffses,
Winnie
]
tnereon
three
issues
successively
In The
June Miles, Elmer Bird, George Larrabee. Emma Nye, George Mc
genuine Aspirin. It is your
of disorder. Use Doan’s Pills.
Genuine Bayer Aspirin
DR. J. H. DAMON
^ckiean?aMeete' * “ewspaPer Prlnted ln
Huntley, James Hamilton, Grant Clure, Frank Newhall, Mildred
Successful for more than 50
guarantee of purity — your
promptly relieves:
Is back in his office for the winter That A1! th£L resP°ndents named in
Davis. Donald Chisholm, Kent Phelps and Everett Stone.
R. W. TYLER
years. Endorsed by hundreds
petition shall, within thirty days
protection against imitations.
Glover
Inez
Bowley,
Norma
Havand
will make appointments each day said
of
thousands
of
grateful
users.
, * • ■
After service, file with the Clerk of
RADIO SERVICE AND REPAIRS
, ener, Richard Karl. Katherine JorHEADACHES, SORE
from 10 to 2
Millions of users have proved
Sold by dealers everywhere.
Courts of Knox County, answers to the
McLain, Grade one. Mabel F. i
’ dan, Lawrence Kenderdine, Frank
NEW BICKNELL
setting forth ther reasons, if any
130TStf same,
that it is safe.
THROAT, LUMBAGO,
they have why the prayer of said peti
Steeves. Maxine Perry, Ruth McLel Stover, teacher.
Phone 710
P. O. Box 359
tion should not be granted.
School opened with an enrollment!
135tf
lan, Wilbur Dorr, George A. Huntley
„That any and all parties in interest,
RHEUMATISM, NEURITIS,
and Chares Duff. On the dental of 38 in our grade.
if any, other than the known respon
Gilchrest
BAYER
ASPIRIN
DOES
NOT
dents.
shall likewise file answers within
John Munsey has gone to Florida 1
honor roll are: Elmer Bird, Rose
NEURALGIA, COLDS,
thirty days after the last publication of
Monumental
Work#
for
the
winter.
l
Bird,
Grant
Davis,
Donald
Chisholm,
notice
as
above ordered.
DRXINWOOD T. ROGERS
DEPRESS THE HEART
ACHES and PAINS
The pupils are making a few scrap
•L 3 I
HARRY MAN8ER
| Charles Duff. Kent Glover, Harold
Main Street
..
.
„ Justice Superior Court.
Dondis, Eleanor Hastings, Norma books for Miss Steele to use at I
Osteopathic Physician
Thomaston, Maine
November 5. 1930
Havener, Lucille Higgs, George A. Christmas.
Aspirin is the trade-mark of Bayer manufacture of monoaceticacidester of aaHcylieacid
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
true copy of bill and order of court
thereon
400 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND
Huntley, George C. Huntley, Roger There are 18 on the dental honor i
Telephone Connection
Attest:
Mil.TON M GRIFFIN.
Perry, Suzanne Perry, Lucille Shute, roll: Carl McCrillis, Earle Allen,
136-138

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

WHEN CHILDREN

Relief From Curse
of Constipation

every grave

Memorials

BAYER
ASPIRIN

ELECTRIC RADIOS

is always

House-Sherman, Inc.

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

s four Rest
Disturbed?
1

u

BURPEE’S

J)emand)

Doan’s
Ills

Telepheiwe 12M:

Clerk of Courts.

Every-Other-Day
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vinalhaven

Gospel and song at Union Church, I
EASTERN FURNITURE COMPANY
Mrs. Myrtle Strong has been en beginning today Tuesday .and con
gaged as drawing teacher for the tinuing for two weeks with Rev.
schools to fill the vacancy caused by Clifford Bright and Singing Evange
SURPRISE RADIO OF THE YEAR
the resignation of Miss Comstock. list Frederickson, every evening at 7
Miss Hortense Wilson and Miss o'clock.
Harriet Wilson who spent a week in
The fall schedule on the Vinal
Boston aboard the S. S. Kentuckian, haven and Swan's Island Steamboat
have returned home.
lines, will continue until further
The W.C.T.U., following a custom notice. Both steamer Vinalhaven
of recent years, gave a dinner Fri- and steamer Gov. Bodwell, are in
ay evening at the home of Mrs.
Purser C. S. Libby will re
Clara Sawyer to the teachers of the service.
in his position until the usual
schools. Visitors were Miss Alena main
arrangements are made, be
Young of Rockland, president of the winter
Knox County Union, Mrs. Evie Stud fore returning to Wollaston. Mass.
Mrs. Alice Townsend was in Rock
ley of Medomak. president of Lincoln
County Union, and Mrs. Sturtevant land Saturday.
Mrs. E. C. McIntosh entertained
of Thomaston. The teachers who
accepted the invitation were—High last Friday at a family dinner party
School, Mr. Sturtevant, Miss Smith, in honor of her mother, Mrs. Marga
Miss Seeber, Harold Higgins; grade ret E. Libby, whose 80th birthday
Big Radio
teachers, Mrs. Martha Carter, Miss anniversary came on that day. A
Performance
Belle Mathews, Miss Lenora Ney, Miss fine chicken dinner was served and
for
Cora Fogarty. Mrs. Susie Newbert, Mrs. Libby was pleasantly remem
Mrs. Carrie Carroll and Mrs. Mar bered with gifts, roses, chrysanthe
lIILCO Baby Grand Console
garet Crandon furnished and served mums, boxes of candy and a large
shower of postcards. During the
the tables.
has taken the town by storm.
Karl Stetson has returned from the afternoon and evening she enter
Here, in this compact console cab
Portland hospital, accompanied by tained many friends and served re
inet, is a marvelously engineered
his wife and sister, Miss Helen Stet freshments including a large deco
son Mr. Stetson is slowly improving. rated birthday cake. She was as
Phiico Baby Grand Console
radio. It has quality. It out
Miss Alcada Hall substituted as or sisted in serving by her great-grand
performs radios costing many
A wonderful,7-Tube, Screen
ganist at the Episcopal Church in daughter, little Jane Libby. The
times as much.
guest of honor was Mrs. Eliza Arey,
Rockland Sunday morning.
Grid Kmlio complete with
A recent guest of Capt. and Mrs. her friend since early childhood.
built-in ftenuine ElectroThese sets are built on the famous
Earl Starrett has been E. Standish Mrs. Libby expects to leave soon for
Dynamic Speaker
Phiico balanced-unit principle
Young
of
Braintree,
Mass.,
and
New
Wollaston, Mass., where she will
The plans of this fine home may be obtained at our office together with cost estimates and
Harbor.
spend the winter months with her
HIS incomparable radio which eliminates distortion. This
complete building information
Housekeepers for the Baptist circle son Charles S. Libby.
comes in a compact cabi Baby Grand Console has a wealth
Wednesday will be Mrs. Cora Cur
Mrs. John Wentworth entertained
net of genuine Walnut, (.rimmed of fine tone, excellent distance
rier, Mrs. Minnie Ludwig, Mrs. Lettie at bridge Friday evening at her
Starrett, Miss Mabelle Brown and home. Honors went to Miss Nellie
with Bird's-Eye Maple and ability, fine selectivity, high sen
Miss Alcada Hall.
Hall and Mrs. Clarence Hall.
African Zebra Wood, 33 inches sitivity, and true, clear recep
Thomaston is represented on the
C. S. Small of Rockland was in
high; 19 inches wide. All- tion, always.
various sub-committees of the cement town this week to install a minia
ROCKLAND, MAINE
dust inquiry as follows: Finance, Mrs. ture golf course at Ye Olde Mille for
electric, with genuine ElectroBUILDING SUPPLIES
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS
Mabel Creighton, Frank D. Elliot; Brown Brothers.
Dynamic Speaker built-in; Have a Free Trial Today
farm and garden, Miss Alice George;
Mr. and Mrs. Hanson Brown re
LUMBER
SHINGLES
PAINT
TELEPHONE 14
Station Recording Dial; Don’t wait! Call at our store or
buildings and property, Mrs. Ruth turned Saturday from a delightful
George, .Lawrence Dunn; publicity. week's motor trip with his brother
7-tul>c Screen Grid Receiver. phone at once for a free demon
Mrs. R. O. Elliot, Miss Rita Smith; Carl Brown and of which they will
For Sale
No “cross talk.” Phiico qual stration in your home. You can’t
cement plant investigation, H. D. Crie, have pleasant long time memories.
afford to miss the pleasure of per
ity throughout.
Edward Keating, Levi B. Gillchrest; It was their first experience in visit
FOR SALE—New miniature grand
Advertisements In this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 piano for less than half cost, because of
legal
affairs,
Albert
T.
Gould;
legis

fect radio reception, at these
ing so many cities, towns and coun
All fur . .
tube.
cents, 3 times for 50 cents. Additional closing house. TEL. 450 Belfast.
lative, Dr. B. H. Keller.
138*140
lines 5 cents each for one time, 10 cents
tryside by auto, and it also included
prices.
(Sold
with
7
Phileo
Balanced
Tubes)
The date of the supper at the
for three times. Six words make a line.
FOR SALE—Chinchilla
rabbits in
visit to Carl Brown's home in
Methodist vestry has been changed aDover-Foxcroft.
Cushing.
Inquire of MATTI NIEMI.
Mr. Brown's sister,
Route 2, box 85. Warren.
138*143
from Dec. 4 to Dec. 5.
James Gregory also accom
Lost and Found
Remember the rummage sale Sat Mrs.
FOR SALE—Or rental.
saxophone,
trumpet, e-flat bass horn. EMMA HAR
110 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
urday of this week. All contributions panied them. The daughter and
LOST—Brown pocket book Thursday.
138-140
If boy seen picking it up will return it VEY. 10 Berkeley St
will be received at the Congregation husband Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Davis
FOR SALE—Gas range with oven,
to MRS. HAZEL FISETTE, Pleasant St.
al vestry Friday. There will be an with children Stewart and little
Cafe, he will receive reward.
138-140 broiler and 4 burners. Used very little
We Specialize on
oil
burner for sale for $25, in use only- Glennis are now making the same
Tel.
186-R.
64
SNMMER
ST.
138*t
f
LOST—Dog. part German police and
trip and expect to return Saturday.
one winter.
FOR SALE—A nice Jersey cow; wili
Dane, color brown Please notify FRANK
Mrs. Hollis Burgess entertained the
The Pythian Sisters will have a work
ELLIOT. Tel. 489-W_____________ 137*139 trade for pullets or 1 year old hens. H.
Tel
evening and 6 o'clock supper at their Economy Club Wednesday night at
FOUND—Skiff
in
Penobscot
Bay. C. PARSONS. North Haven. Me
138-140
Owner can have same by identifying it 6-21.
rooms Friday evening. The roll ol her home.
and paying for this adv.
FRANCIS
FOR SALE—Two tenement house. 17
Mrs. Winfield Dickey, son Norman
members
will be called. Between the
PHILBROOK. Owls Head. Me
Tel Lawrence St., toilets, lights; price rea
supper and evening meeting there and daughter Mrs. Harold Gustavi
1161-Y._____________________________ 138*140 sonable. H. A. DUNTON, 18 Mechanic
will be a business meeting by the son returned Friday from Rockland,
283 MAIN Sf.
TEL. 291
ROCKLAND
FOUND—On Main St., a sum of St. Tel. 763-M.____________________138*140
where they were called by illness of
Sslters and Knights of Pythias.
money. Inquire 37 FULTON ST. Tel
FOR SALE—Black cocker spaniel pups..
411-J.
138*140 females. $5. males $10. BERNICE FIELD.
Mrs. Lulie Uflord who has been a Mr. Dickey who is a patient at Knox
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Union. Me.________________________ 137-139
visitor in the home of Mrs. M. A. Hospital and whose condition is now
FOR SALE—Dry hard wood, fitted. $11 J
slightly improved.
Luce, returned Friday to Union.
Wanted
cord
FRANK ERICKSON. Box 70 R 1
WALDOBORO
Mrs. H. W. Fifield entertained Sat
Millard Gilmore is at home for a
Thomaston. Me.
137*139
day or two. He will then go to Union urday evening three tables at bridge
From Nov. 16 to Dec. 16 we will give
WANTED—Competent maid
to do
FOR SALE—Paige coupe (1927). me
Wiwurna Chapter, O.E.S., held a ■
general
housework.
MRS.
W.
O chanically perfect.
for the last load of household goods Honors went to Mrs. J. P. Moore and
Price reasonable
FULLER. 45 Beech St Tel. 303.
138*140 GRAYS GARAGE. Thomaston
137-139
special meeting Monday evening at1
and those in the home of his sister, .Mrs. E. L. Glidden.
WANTED—Middle aged woman wants
FOR SALE—1927 Chrysler 4 Coupe
who will make her home witn him
The Legion dance Saturday night Masonic hall.
employment in small adult family or with truck body. 4 wheel hydraulic
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Howell, Jr.,
in an apartment in Herbert Kirk at Red Men’s hall was well attended.
will care for semi-invalid. Go anywhere. brakes. A-l condition. $175
PAYSONhave moved to the Alphonso Larra- j
patrick’s house.
Address E. I. D.. 14 Dunn St., Thomas- NASH CO- East Union.___________ 137* 139
Music by the Fakers.
with every hour’s labor
torn_______________________________ 138*140
Rev. J. W. Strout who has been in
Mrs. George Newbert was hostess bee house on Cole's Hill.
FOR SALE—Thanksgiving geese, alive1
WANTED—Washings to do. Called for or dressed. Call Thomaston 183-4. B. S
Albert Kyllonen has returned from
the home of Mr. and Mrs. John Hew to the Washington Club Saturday
and delivered. MRS. ESTHER ROBI- GEYER.
137-139
137*S-T-tf
ett several weeks, went Monday to evening. A baked bean supper was Boston.
SHAW. 7 Carroll’s Lane. Tel. 1279.
FOR SALE—Villlage farm »1200 Most
The Auction Club was entertained |
Lynn to pas sthe winter with his son, served.
____________________________________ 138*140
wonderful buy on State road; 3 minutes
J. W. 8trout, Jr.
Richard Allen returned Wednes Friday evening by Mrs. William G.
WANTED—Position as housekeeper for to stores, both grammar and high
man with one or two children. Address school, postoffice, churches, etc. Good :
Mr. and Mrs. Sturtevant have day from Mt. Desert where his fami Flint at her home on Friendship
WEST ROCKPORT
,
ROCKPORT
G. L. F.. 113-A. B. F. D. Rockland. Me.
7 room house, running water, phone; i
street.
Mount Pleasant Grange will serve! Mrs. Earle Dow and son Earle 8., changed their residence from the ly are visiting relatives.
____________________________________ 138*140 large barn, hennery, shed. 40 a land. 15 I
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rackliffe and
Mrs. Leslie Stinson entertained at
Saturday from Boston Studley block. Main street, to the
WANTED—Young man between 18-25 machine worked tillage. 20 pasture. *51 a public harvest supper at their hall returned
tenement
in
the
Capt.
A.
J.
Elliot
bridge Thursday night at her home Miss Mildred Spear of Rockland
years to learn to be a store manager. wood; 75 bearing apple trees. 200 ft. to Thursday at 6 o'clock, followed by where they were guests for a week of
house, Dunn street.
Apply MR HAGERMAN, J. J. Newberry mtnistrator's £fe*‘htn2?.%oTprice.Aj' an entertainment.
were guests last week of Mr. and I
on Star street.
Admission 35 Mrs. Dow's brother, F. S. Banks.
Co , Rockland_____________________ 137-139
The funeral of the late Rev. E. W
Miss Villa Calderwood visited in Mrs. Earle Spear.
D. pease. Hope. Me.
137-139 cents.
Mrs. Einnia Torrey, State depart
A Santa Fe Ticket to
Webber,
a
former
chaplain
of
the
WANTED—To buy 10 Fords. Model T
Gordon Benner of Portland was at |
The Tuesday
FOR SALE—150 late hatched R. I. Red
- - Club is meeting
- this., ment inspector, left this Tuesday Maine State Prison, will be held In Rockland Saturday.
sedans, coupes, runabouts. E. D. LIN
Thursday evening at the home of J. V. Benner's for the weekend.
pullets. Prices from $1 to $1.50. v. c. week with Mrs Leman Oxton.
! morning on an official trip, during
SCOTT. 73 Crescent St. Tel. 812-W.
Mrs. Willis H. Crowell who has
Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler of Camden which she will inspect the Relief Hallowell today at 2 o'clock. Mr. Mrs. Rufus Smith Miss Vivian Davis
___________________________________ 137*139 weaver, Waldoboro. Me._________ 137*139
for sale—Atwater Kent radio. 6 were dinner quests Sundav of their Corps at Oakland, Clinton and Pitts Webber made many friends in Thom entertained with music and dancing been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lor
WANTED—Girl for housework, two in
ihp
Tpmnlp speaker
Knpnkpr and
and “
,,A
A"
hat.tArv
6
J
zs_u
tube.
Temple
”
battery
aston
who
very
much
regret
his
pass

family
No cooking. One who prefers
ing Crowell in Portland has returned.
fleld.
features of the evening.
Will take you through
good home to high wages.
Apply 6 A bargain. $20. R. SMALL. 1 Green St.. son Walter Wheeler and family.
ing.
J. H. Miller, who has been at Knox
Ezekiel Ames holder of the Post
------------------- ___________
137*139 Thomaston.______________________ 137*139
Miss Roberta Nutt suffered rather Mrs. Minnie Wellman has returned Everett, youngest son of Mrs. June
WARREN
ST . City
from
the
Mooshead
Lake
region
Hospital
for
treatment
for
wounds
cane
observed
his
92nd
birthday
an

FOR SALE—Good winter cabbage rea- a painful accident Saturday when
WANTED—Local and long distance
Creighton, is at the home of his niversary Nov, 13. He was enter received while hunting, returned
furniture moving Ail kinds of trucking sonable. TEL. Warren 23-3.______ 137*139 she was scalded by a kettle of water where, accompanied by Mrs. Maude
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. N. F. tained at dinner by his grand Saturday, and although confined to
loads to Portland. R. W. JEWELL. 49
FOR SALE—Twelve horses now on which was tipped from the stove. Bolduc of Greenville, she has been
on Santa Fe rails "all
Andrews for several weeks' visit. He daughters, Mrs. Leslie Stinson and his bed is improving.
Tillson Ave. Tel. 837._____________ 133*138 hand—3 pair. 3300 to 3400; 1 fancy pair
spending
a
month
hunting.
She
The . burns are not considered sericame from Boston Saturday upon the Mrs. James Smith at the home of the
WANTED—Radio repair jobs. Bring in bays. 3000 weight, all sound and right.
brought
home
a
deer,
proving
hersell
Mrs.
J.
T.
Gay
was
in
Wiscasset
the way" from Chicago
,
,
that radio which you can’t get fixed the late George Hart team. GEORGE OUS however.
return of his grandfather, Capt. J. former. Mr. Ames was much pleased Friday and Saturday.
Mrs. Oscar Bridges of Camden was a
good^marksman.
elsewhere, we have an expert radio re m. simmons. 23 Tillson Ave.. Rockland.!
and Kansas City.
E.
Creighton,
and
Capt.
James
T.
I Mrs. Ada Parsons, daughter Marion
pair man who can fix it at a reasonable Tel 4'
with his large decorated birthday
Mrs George Collins entertained the
136-1381 jjj town Thursday visiting friends.
Fales, who attended a meeting of the cake,
charge. HOUSE-SHERMAN. Inc. Next
and
William
Proctor
of
Lewiston
also the several other gifts ladies’ social circle of the Baptist
several from this community have were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Boston Marine Association in that
You leave on the Santa
door to Ford Agency. Rockland.
130-tf A^^^l&L^iS Trinrty!
which included sums of money.
Church Thursday afternoon at the
8t. Tel. 325-Y.
136*138 attended the revival services at the
city.
Edgar Bohndell.
Fe and arrive on the
Mr. and Mrs. Neil B. Smith of parsonage.
FOR SALE—26 ftsurfboat to highest Littlefield
Memorial Church in Mrs. William Dunlop and son Wil Miss Grace Payson entertains the
To Let
Mrs.
Florence
Shuman
has
re

Woodfords
are
receiving
congratu

Santa
Fe.
bidder.
Can beseen andInformation
Rockland conducted by Rev. Benja- liam
returned Sunday to their home Episcopal Guild Wednesday evening lations on the birth of a daughter, turned from Redstone, N. H.
TO LET—One half of double gaflage obtalned on board KICKAPOO. Tillson’s mjn Beattv
at
her
home
on
Green
street.
Sewing
wharf.
136*138
TT
J
T
_
„
.
....
at
Casco
after
a
week's
visit
with
rel

A. S. ATKINS. 11 Grove St. Tel. 84-W.
Warm days in the
Mrs. Henry Keller and children atives in Rockport and Camden.
for the sale of Dec. 10 will occupy the Norma Jean, Nov. 5, at St. Barnabas Miss Rose Flagg has returned from
____________________________________ 138*140
FOR SALE—Pigs. 4 weeks old. A. L.
Hospital. Mr. Smith is the son of Reading, Mass, and is at Dr. J. W.
visited her parents Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Myra Giles and daughter time.
desert
and along a
PERRY.
Warren.
Me
Tel.
4-4.
136*138
TO LET—Tenement, 5 rooms,
Smith.
Sanborn’s.
Rev. H. S. Kilborn and seven mem Mr. and Mrs. *Llewellyn
modern, with garage, Masonic St.
FOR SALE—White Rotary sewing ma Charles Maxey in Glencove Armis Muriel are in Levant for an indefi•
*
*
sunny
seashore.
The
Star
Club
will
hold
a
Christ

tice
Day.
ISIDORE GORDON. Tel 299-W. 137-139 chine; also Edison cabinet phonograph. I
bers of the boys' class in the Baptist
nite stay with Mrs. Giles’ son.
mas ■ sale in the Board of Trade
TO LET—Two modern rents, 5 and 6 with 80 double records, low price. TEL
Armistice Day Program
The Saturday Club was delightfully Sunday school will leave Friday to at
e s s s
136-138
rooms Wednesday afternoon. Tea
rooms, on WARREN ST. Available Dec. 1201._________
tend
the
State
Boys'
Conference
in
entertained
Saturday
evening
at
tne
Armistice Day was observed at will be served and in the evening a
1st. Excellent location. Apply to L. A.
FOR SALE—Apples, pound sweets, de
Bangor, from Friday night to Sunday Pleasant River Grange at its regular
home of Mrs. Clara Thomas.
THURSTON. Tel. 1159.___________ 137-139 licious. spys. also cabbage.
J. F.
Golf and horseback rid
Regular meeting of Harbor Light night. The boys who will go as dele meeting Nov. 12 and one of the finest public bridge party will be given.
TO LET—Furnished light housekeep CALDERWOOD. Union, Me_______ 136*141
ing keep the pep up
ing rooms, modern conveniences. Apply
FOR SALE—16 ft. Chase Tractor Saw
Chapter, O.E.S., this Tuesday eve- gates are Leonard Stover, Vernon literary programs of the season was Many attractive and useful articles
2 WILLOW ST.____________________ 137*139 Mill complete, with or without tractor
Packard, Richard Spear. Malcolm presented by W. Lecturer Winnie C. will be on sale.
i ning. Picnic supper at 6.30.
and
the pounds down.
Good
condition.
Also
rotary
bed
planer.
'
Miss Beulah Day entertained in
TO LET—Three room apartment on
The Twentieth Century Club meets Creighton, Leroy Whitten, Wilbur Ames: Song, chorus of eight voices;
Orient St. NELSON B. COBB, Fuller- R. W. BUZZELL CO.. Rockport. Me
honor of her 15th birthday at the
• • s s
Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs Strong and Albert Hall.
If you have been waiting for
song, "In the Prison Cell I Sit,” sung
Cobb-Davls.________________________ 137-139 _____________________________________ 134-tf
Frances Carleton and the following Miss Nanina Comstock left Satur by Flora A .Brown and Beulah Gil West Waldoboro hall and 35 guests
FOR SALE—Two coon hounds. 3 and 4
prices to reach bottom—come now
TO LET—Garage at 49 Pleasant St.
Fred Harvey dining service
papers will be given: “Korea Under day afternoon for New Yofk city, christ with tableau by Curtis M. passed a delightful evening. The
Inquire of LILLIAN BICKNELL. 82 Lime years old; one Bluetick pup. 7 months
for ours are already there!
rock St._______________
137*139 old; also one female fox hound. 4Va
Japan,” Mrs. Maud Walker; "The where 6he has a position to do ari Webster; reading, by Kittle M. Web young hostess was the recipient of
another exclusive feature
Tremendous Reductions on these
years old; and three dozen fox traps and
Hawaiian Islands,” Mrs. Cora Went w’ork. The departure of Miss Com ster: song, "Tenting on Old Camp many lovely gifts.
TO LET—House with 5 or 9 rooms. one dozen skunk traps, used last fall.
greatest values ever offered. Come
Make your Pullman retervafioni early.
stock is a distinct loss to the schools Ground," Flora A. Brown, Beulah
EVA AMES. 28 Elm St. Tel. 1293.
Cheap if sold at once. R. W. JEWELL
worth.
In—nose around and you will tee
________________________ (___________ 137*139 Glencove. Me. Tel. 256-4.________ 133*138
8. CARLSON. Plat. Paaa. Agent
Mrs. Augusta A. Champney, 85 where she held the position of draw Gilchrist with tableau by Curtis ■ APPLETON RIDGE
a lot. It wilt give you an idea
TO LET—Large heated front room
SANTA EE KY.
FOR SALE—Vegetables for winter
died Sunday afternoon. Funeral serv ing teacher.
Mrs. Ida Harriman of West Appleof the unbelievable value offered
Webster
and
Kenneth
Webster;
read
with bath, garage if desired. RUSSELL keeping, cabbage. $1.50 per 100 lbs. tur
212 Old South Bldg.
ices will be held at Bowes & Crozier's Mr. and Mrs. George York and ing, C. Meservey F. Ames; violin ton was a visitor Tuesday of Mrs.
RICHARDSON. 44 Brewster St.
Tel. nips. $1 bu.. carrots. $1.50 bu., squash.; here. We have a fine selection of
BOSTON, MASS.
1002-Y._____________________________ 136*138 $1.50 per 100 lbs., parsnips. 6 cents lb.,
parlors, Rockport, today, Tuesday, at children of Dorchester are guests ol solo, Edward A. Smalley; reading, Evelyn Pitman.
Phones: Liberty 7941 and 7945
Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and
2 o'clock. Rev. F. F. Fowle officiating. Miss Eliza Whitnev. They were “In Flanders Field," by Addie Buck
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for beets. 2*2 cents lb., delivered, all excel-1 Special Stoves, in fact everything
Mrs. Julia Currier, Miss Fannie
called
to
Maine
by
the
sudden
death
light housekeeping, also two unfur lent quality. SAGE «5c CHATER. Upper
Mrs.
Mabel
Mann
who
has
been
to make a home. We also carry
with tableau by Curtis M. Web Gushee and Miss Chrystal Stanley The**Chief”Railway
nished rooms, modern conveniences. Elm St.. Camden. Tel. 274._______ 135*138
visiting her brother, Herbert Mann of Mr. York's father, a resident ol lin
a complete line of Store and
garage 7 PLEASANT ST.________ 136*138
FOR SALE—Dry spruce slabs, sawed
ster;' violin solo, Edward A. Smalley; were in Rockland Thursday.
Rockland.
for
a
week,
returned
Saturday
to
her
Office Furniture.
The weekly sing and prayer serv
TO LET—Good warm room. Apolv 28 stove length. $1 25 per foot. R. S. JOR
The Chataneet Club will meets reading, "Answer to Flanders Field,"
123-tf
home in Manchester, N. H.
ELM ST.___________________________ 136-138 DAN. 6 Kelley lane Tel. 522-M.
ice was held Thursday evening at
Addie
Bucklin,
tableau
by
Winnie
Thursday
evening
with
Mrs.
Arthur
ROCKLAND
The
date
of
the
big
carnival
draws
FOR SALE—Upright >iano. $60 W. F
TO LET—Eight-room house, all mod
C. Ames; song and encore, George the home of Mr. and Mrs. James
near. Friday and Saturday will be Risteen, Green street.
POULTRYMEN
ern improvements at 14 Shaw Ave. In TIBBETTS. 148 Union , It. Tel. 297-R.
FURNITURE CO.
_____ 122-tf j
quire 10 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 787.
gala days for Rockport High. The The ladies' circle of the Baptist W. Geary; song, "Rose of No Man's Morse, with 14 present.
Formerly
occupied
by
Rockland
Land," Flora A. Brown, Beulah Gil Joseph Moody and Nelson Moody
_____________________________________ 136-tf
FOR SALE—One ton truck. In good ,
ATTENTION!
largest crowd ever admitted to Rock Church will meet Wednesday at
• Produce Ce.
TO LET—In Rockland. 23 Franklin running order, $80. W F. TIBBETTS.
We Want Your
port Town hall is expected for these o'clock, supper at 6. Program, speak christ, tableau by Winnie C. Ames, returned home Saturday from a
St., upstairs apart. 4 rooms, garage. 148 Union St Tel. 297-R_________ 122-tf
Telephone 427-R
er, Miss Helen M. York of Rockand; Lorna Polk, Florence Webster; piano motor trip to Massachusetts.
two days. The giving away of
FOR SALE—Two electric motors, 7*/21 41 Tillson Ave.
MRS. DAVID OSIER. R. F. D. 4. Water
LIVE
POULTRY
Rockland
Mrs. Hazle Perry and daughter
brand new Ford tudor is a big draw reader, Mrs. Chesley Delano of Thom solo. Flora A. Brown; song, "Angels
ville. Me.__________________________ 135*140 h. p. and 2 h. p., in good shape; also ’
And Will Pay Highest Market
liosTtf
spent
the
weekend
in
Augusta
guests
on
the
Cross,"
Flora
A.
Brown
and
aston.
Standard
computing
scales.
W.
F.
TIB-1
ing
card
and
the
fine
program
to
TO LET—Five room flat. All modern,
Price
at 23 Fulton St. ROSE PRESCOTT. 240 BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
The ladles' aid of the Methodist Beulah Gilchrist, with tableau by of her sister Mrs. Lillian Morang and
gether with gaily decorated booths
*___________ ’_____________________122-tf |
Call or write and trucks will call.
Broadway.__________________________ 135-140
family.
I.orna
Polk,
Alta
Heldings,
Agnes
Church
will
meet
Wednesday
morn

distribution
of
hundreds
of
samples,
FOR SALE—The fine Stromberg-Carl-1
COHEN BROS.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Stanley, Mrs.
TO LET—Tenement at 18 Gay St.
and various other attractions, can ing at 9.30 at the home of Miss Edith Smalley. Barbara Brown, Avis Web
Apply to L. W. BENNER. 2 North Main son radios, a Rolls Royce of all radios '
Care
CHARLES
McKELLAR
W.
M.
Newbert
and
Miss
Chrystal
ster.
Bertha
Healey.
Approximately
Lenfest,
Dunn
street,
for
work.
Pic
but
lure
the
people
from
far
and
near
St__________________________________ 135-tf Can be seen and heard at 53 Tillson Ave '
WARREN, ME.
SHAPIRO BROS.. Rockland._______ 121-tf
The musical play Saturday night by nic dinner served at noon. Members 40 members were in attendance at Stanley motored to Bath and Au
TO LET—A warm, sunny apartment of
Telephone Warren 2-3
this meeting and greatly appreciated gusta Friday.
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
the Camden Boys’ Band is unique are asked to take dishes and sliver.
five rooms and bath, private entrance.
Reference: Any poultry raiser
tions In Rockland. A large list of sum- j
W M. Newbert. A G. Pitman and
Inquire of ELIZABETH DONOHUE.
i and something entirely new to this Members of Williams-Brasier Post, the work of the lecturer and Sister
mer
cottages.
In
fact
all
kinds
of
real
I
If
Getting
Up
Nights,
Backache,
Park St.. Rockland.________________ 134-tf
109-tf
estate. Come and talk over my list If' frequent day calls, Deg Paine, Nerv i vicinity. No one will want to miss it. A. L., are invited to attend a meet Bucklin in making it such a success. R. E. Perry were in Belfast Friday.
TO LET—Nice warm rooms with use you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS. ousness, or Burning, duo to function
ing of Winslow-Holbrook Post ot Lunch was served at close of cere
of kitchen, at 25 PARK ST., City.
375 Main St. Tel. 77.
131-tf ; al Bladder Irritation, In acid condi
A Hudson convertible coupe, late Rockland, Thursday evening, when monies and everyone enjoyed a very
______ ____________________________ 134*139
tions, makes you feel tired, depressed
and discouraged, try the Cystek Test. 1929. Price right. Reason for sell plans for forming a Knox County pleasant, sociable evening.
TO LET—Seven room house on Sim
Works fast, starts circulating thru ing, going South for the winter, bugle and drum corps will be con
Miscellaneous
mons St. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St
the system In 15 minutes. Praised by Charles H. Berry,'Tel. 897-W.
Tel. 1080
133*138
sidered.
Watch for the opening date of Ye
thousands for rapid and positive ac
ALL PERSONS ARE FORBIDDEN gunAt the stated convocation of Henry Olde Mille Miniature Golf Course at
TO LET—In Thomaston, furnished nlng on the property of T. P. CARROLL. tion. Don’t give up. Try Cystex (pro
138-140
artment of 4 rooms for the winter. Thomaston. R. F. D. 1.
apart
137-139 nounced Siss-tex) today, under the
Knox Chapter. IJ.A.M.. in Masonic Vinalhaven.
131-tf
MRS E. D. DANIELS. 18 Wadsworth St.
Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly
DR. JOHN A. LUNT, office at 7 Um£ allay
A sufficient amount of polltciai hall, Nov, 14, officers for the ensuing
With DEFLEKTAIR metal center WINDOW VENTILATORS.
_____________________________________ 131-tf
theae conditions. Improve rest
rock St., over Limerock restaurant, every ful sleep and energy, or money back. bunk can usually be transformed year were installed by Ex. Comp.
Strongly constructed. Adjustable to any window. Enjoy fresh
TO LET—6-room tenement on Spring Tuesday 10 a. m. to 6 p. m.. treatment Onlv
OWL
’
S
HEAD
60e
at
William
C.
Lenfest
as
G.H.P.;
Ex
, into a political berth.—Arkansas
street, electric lights, gas. flush closet. and reading by appointment.
air in your rooms without draught! Protect your curtains and
137-tf
MRS. JOSEPH DONDIS. 69 Beech St. Tel.
C. H. Moor & Co., Rockland
Mrs. Harriman and son of Rock
Comp. William B. Matthews as
I Gazette.
draperies from moisture, dust and soot.
SPEAR’S CIDER MILL will close bov. 18
42-W.________________________________126-tf
land
recently
visited
Mrs.
Nina
Perry,
G C. of H„ and Ex. Comp. Edward
for the season. A. K. SPEAR, Waldo-:
TO LET—Modern apartment, fine loca boro. R. F D. 3.__________________ 135-138 j
Mrs. Beulah Munn and family re
O'B. Burgess as Grand Chaplain
tion. Apply LUCIUS JONES. Tel. 639-J.
The officers: H. P., Ralph A. Car- turned Monday to New Jersey in their
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
_____________________________________ 125-tf
at the Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St
roll; K., John K. Connell; S., Everett car. Mrs. Munn's husband and father
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement Mail orders solicited. H. C. RHODES
8'' high, adjustable 21" to 37" wide, 35 cents
W. Cook; Treas., Robert W. Walsh; accompanying them. They have been
and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U. Tel. 519-J.
131-tf
, EPAIRING
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
122-tf
Sec., Clarence E. Oliver; Chap.. Ed spending several weeks here at the
11" high adjustable 21" to 37" wide, 55 cents
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechahlc St. and repair your furniture at 216 LIME
ward O'B. Burgess; C. of H., William home of Ivan Merriman.
EFINISHING
MRS W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St. ROCK ST. Tel 1010_______________ 131-tf
The
Friday
Night
Club
met
last
B. Matthews; P. S., Aaron A. Clark;
3130
Write or call for our complete catalog
"E-UPHOLSTERING
Tel. 874-W.__________________________ 138-tf
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bey farms and
R. A.C., Alvah 8. 8immons; M. 3 V., week with 33 present. Games were
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for; cottages for sale and rent, attractive1
enjoyed,
and
refreshments
served.
SLIP COVERS MADE TO ORDER
Frank B. Adams; M 2 V., Charles A.
light housekeeping. Lights, gas. Adults prices, ideal loactlons, tea houses, and j
fARM, DAIRY and POULTRY SUPPLIES — SEEDS
The sewing circle meets with Eve
Knights; M. 1 V., Harold W. Davis;
only. E. N. SYLVESTER. 23 Odn- f*. shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
Let us call and give you a free estimate
Tel. 804-J___________ _____________
lyn
St.
Clair
this
week.
S. S., Henry H. Bucklin; J. S., Ches
Maine.
I
Dr. Robert Emery of Winchester,
TO LET—Five room furnished apart.
ter G. Overlock; Sen.. Melville P.
WHEN IN BOSTON-You can buy
All modern Improvements. Inquire at copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Jordan. At the close of the cere Mass., spent the weekend at his farm
12 ELM ST._________________________ 131-tf home news, at the Old South News i
monies a clam stew was served by here.
FEDERAL and TEMPLE STS.,
PORTLAND MAUVE
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block. Agency. Washington St., next Old South,
Tel. Rockland 531-J
Glencove, Me.
Mr and Mrs. Ashley Young passed
the stewards, Henry H Bucklin and
Apply to B. B. SMITH, Thorndike & Hix. Church;
—v — • also at M. Andelman’s. 284 Tre137T-8141
thc
weekend
in
Rockland.
Lobster Co. Tel. 206.
Wl-Wl wont 9**
Chester B, Overlock,

BABY
GRAND
CONSOLE
*00;
P

T

W. H. QLOVER & CO.

In Everybody’s Column

MESSER’S GARAGE

$5 DELIVERS IT

LIGHTS, BRAKES, IGNITION AND
CARBURETORS

Free One Gallon of Gas

California
Phoenix

CLEARANCE SALE
2nd-Hand Furniture

Kidney Acids
Break Sleep

KEEP THE COLD OUT!

FURNITURE

RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICES!

R«

CARL E. FREEMAN

IT
Lu endall

& Whitney

Every-Other-Day
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HOW ARE YOU RATED?
“How’s Jones rated?”
“ PROMPT ! ” comes the unhesitating reply from the Credit Association.

The answer could have been one of four:
Prompt
Good
Fair
Bad
The Credit Association didn’t MAKE this rating for Jones. They simply RECORDED the rating which
JONES MADE FOR ’IIMSELF, and passed the information along to the business man.
By meeting his bills promptly by the 10th of every month, Jones had established himself as a safe credit
risk, and had earned the BEST of CREDIT RATINGS!
And, inasmuch as over 80 per cent of ail business is dene or. a credit basis, Jones had shown wise Judgment
in not neglecting the PROMPT payment of his accounts. He had SAFE-GUARDED HIS BUYING POWER,
AND INCREASED HIS PRESTIGE!
There is no secret about HOW to pay your bills promptly, and keep your credit and self-respect. The answer
is a budget! Figure possible expenses on a monthly basis and put someone,in charge of the payment of ac
counts. Have them see that ALL of the past month’s bills are paid NOT LATER than the 10th of the fol
lowing month!
Carelessness in the payment of accounts does not necessarily mean intentional dishonesty. But it is difficult
for the business man to make the distinction. It’s better NOT to be careless; it MIGHT be misunderstood.

1

Remember:—The greatest percentage of credit losses come not from INTENTIONAL DISHONESTY, but
from carelessness and negligence.

SAFEGUARD YOUR CREDIT AND IT WILL SAFEGUARD YOU!

Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp 11 j

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

N ’

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

I. L. SNOW CO.
MARINE RAILWAYS

COR. MAIN A PARK STS.
ROCKLAND
Established 1868
Incorporated 1926

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.
COR. MAIN A LIMEROCK STS.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

PERRY’S LAUNDRY

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY

FUEL AND GROCERIES

ROCKLAND

578 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

DYER’S GARAGE

TAVERN STUDIO

DODGE SALES & SERVICE

Antiques Bought and Sold
15 HIGH STREET

DR1NK “HOWDY” AND SMILE

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

THE THORNDIKE

ROCKLAND

PARK STREET

HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING, Prop.-

A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS
741 MAIN STREET

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

AND EAT

“HOME TOWN BREAD”
IT IS THE BEST

INSURANCE

THE FLINT BAKERY

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
Authorized Dealers in

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

FORD PRODUCTS

Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty
ROCKLAND, MAINE

A. C. McLoon & Co.
LOBSTERS
Agents for The Texaco Co.

TEL. 72?

ROCKLAND

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station

THE REXALL STORE

Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
444 MAIN ST.

C Willapa d
ALFRED P. CONDON
75 PARK STREET

TEL. 966

TEL. 646-W

Rock. Marble & Granite Works

LAWRENCE
PACKING CO.
I

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

G. A. LAWRENCE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

C.M. BLAKE

KNOX COUNTY’S HOME NEWSPAPER

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

ROCKLAND, MAINE

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

CUTLER-COOK CO.

ROCKLAND. MAINE
Warren, Vinalhaven, Rockport, Union,

\++t********•*♦****

Camden

THE SPECIALTY SHOP
COR. MAIN & ELM STS. TEL. 288

ROCKLAND

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

"GREGORY’S”
‘GOOD CLOTHES”
ROCKLAND, MAINE

FIREPROOF GARAGE
THURSTON OIL CO.

W. H. GLENDENNING

Central Maine Power Company

ROCKLAND

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

CAMDEN

ROCKLAND

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

FINE CONFECTIONERY
FURNACES CLEANED AND REPAIRED
Tanks and Sheet Metal Workers
Locks Repaired and Keys Made

ROCKLAND

KNOWLTON’S MARKET
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
REAL ESTATE

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

Every-Oth'er-Day

In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department
especially desires Information of social
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes
sent bv mall or telephone will be gladly
received.

TELEPHONE ........................... 770 or 794-W

Rockland
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IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

Mrs. A. J. Murray and Mrs. E. C.
Moran Jr., entertained the Rounds
Mothers' Class Saturday evening at
tha home of Mrs. Murray on Talbot
avenue, with 25 present. Luncheon,
sewing and discussing plans for the
winter's work were features of the
gathering. These officers were elect
ed: President, Mrs. Moran; vice
president, Mrs. David S. Beach; sec
retary, Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell; treas
urer, Mrs. Harold Karl.
Mrs. Vernon Hart who has been
visiting Mrs. Viola Winslow in Lew
iston, returns home today.

Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Kalloch and
son Norman and Mrs. Charles Taylor,
were in Worcester, Mass., the last of
the week making the trip by motor.

WOMEN’S AND MISSES’

OF LIGHT WEIGHT WOOLS

SPECIALLY PRICED AT

$11.00

Mrs. Elton Merrifield and son
Billy of Kezar Falls are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. George Clark, having
been called here by the death of
Mrs. H. C. Clark, Rankin street.

Sleeveless dresses with separate coats; also one-

V. F. Atwood, and E. L. Lynch of
Thomaston left Sunday for Bruns
wick, N. J., to attend the funeral
services of James S. Van Middlesworth,, treasurer of the Lawrence
Portland Cement Co. Mr. Atwood
and Mr. Lynch were sent as repre
sentatives of the local plant.

piece models.

jerseys and poplins. Green, navy, wine, brown, tan,

oxford and gray.
%

Mrs. Fred S. Rhoades is the guest
of her cousin, John R. Dunton and
Miss Margaret A. Dunton in Belfast.

Misses* sizes 16 to 20
Ladies’ sizes 36 to 46

Miss Carrie Sherman is in South
Portland for two weeks, the guest of
her niece.

These dresses have sold previous to this sale for

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Newbert of
Augusta, Mr. and Mrs. George E.
Newbert and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C.
Gray of Warren, were guests Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Newbert, Park
street.

16.50, but due to an over-stocked manufacturer we

were fortunate to offer this exceptional value.

Miss Lotta Skinner is spending two
weeks with her cousin, Miss Margaret
Stahl, Limerock street.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Maurer of
South Portland spent the weekend
in this city.
Dr. Mary Reuter, doctor of osteo
pathy, who recently returned from
a sojourn in Honolulu of nearly two
years since when she has been visit
ing in St. Louis, Akron, Ohio, and
Eastern points, arrived Saturday to
be the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Stevens, Talbot avenue. Dr. Reuter,
a former Rockland resident for sev
eral years, has decided to relocate
here and will resume practice of
osteopathy as soon as desirable quar
ters can be found. Friends made
during her previous Rockland stay
will welcome the news of her return.

Materials are tweeds, covert cloths,

Rockland, Me.

The Rubenstein Club meets Fri
day afternoon in the Congregational
vestry at 2.15 when a program on
"Fairy Themes” will be presented by
Mrs. Alice Karl as chairman. Mem
bers scheduled to appear include Mrs.
Doris Eldridge, Miss Mary Wasgatt,
Mrs. Carleen Nutt, Mrs. Gladys Mor
gan, Mrs. Luda Mitchell, Miss Faith
Ulmer, Mrs. Ethel Lee Hayden, Mrs.
Ruth Whittemore, Mrs. Florence Mc
Millan and Mrs. Marguerite Johnson.

The Dorcas Club was entertained
yesterday with supper at the home of
Mrs. Elmer S. Bird, the occasion cele
brating the birthdays of two of the
members, Mrs. Bird and Mrs. Annie
F. Simmons. There was a birthday
cake and gifts in accordance with the
anniversaries.

Mrs. Jack Horne and daughter who
have been spending the summer with
Mrs. Home’s mother, Mrs. H. R.
Curtis, have returned to New York.
Frank L. Weeks has returned to his
home in this city, after an extended
absence.

Dr. and Mrs. Franz Leyonburg of
Mrs. A. U. Patterson of Vinalhaven
is the guest of her daughter Mrs. Liberty are in the city on a short
visit.
Charles Schofield.

Miss Doris Hyler, vacationing from
office of St. Clair & Allen for the
Opportunity Class holds its annual
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover were
week, is the guest of Mrs. Tekla banquet Thursday evening in the
Erickson in Bangor, for a few days. First Baptist parlors, for members weekend guests of Mrs. C. M. Walker
in Swampscott, Mass., and are spend
and their families. A delightful en ing the remainder of the week in
Mrs. Orrin Smith was hostess to tertainment will follow the supper.
Boston.
the Tango Club Thursday evening at
her home oa Ocean avenue.
Baraca Class meets tomorrow eve
Mrs Ansel Wooster of Ocean ave
Members of the Speech Readers' ning in the Methodist vestry with nue entertained Armistice Day Mrs.
supper
at
6,
Mrs.
Eliabeth
Gregory,
Levander Newbert and daughter
club and friends, numbering 25, were
entertained at a dinner party Fri the chairman. Scoutmaster Harold Phyllis, Mrs. Geneva Pineva Eugley
Whitehill
and
members
of
Troop
2
and son Donald, Mrs. Bernice Jame
day evening at the home of Mrs.
son and daughter Vera of North
Anne Haskell, Ocean street. Mrs. are to be special guests.
Waldoboro and Mr. and Mrs. Lester
.itaskell was assisted by Miss Helen
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Post and daughter Virginia and son
Carr, Mrs. Frank Hewett, Mrs. Free
leave
tomorrow
for
Boston,
whence
Kenneth of Rockland.
man F. Brown, Mrs. Elizabeth Haines
and Mrs. J. C. HUI. Miss Eliza on Thursday they start for Whiting, •
Hannegan of Portland was honor Ind., to be guests of their son, Henry, I The first meeting of the Clara
Barton Guild for the season will take
guest. Orchid chrysanthemums were over Thanksgiving.
place Thursday afternoon at the
featured in the table and house
Mrs. Lillian McRae who has been home of Mrs E. W. Pike, Talbot ave
decorations. Cards followed dinner,
honors being won by Mrs. A. J. the guests of relatives in Reading nue, from 4 to 6. Members are asked
Crockett, Miss Olive GUchrist and and Allston, Mass., arrived home to take box lunch, and also to invite
other girls who might be interested
Miss Hope Greenhalgh, with a guest Saturday.
in becoming members.
prize for Miss Hannegan.
Mrs. Harold Coombs and Mrs. Ern
Miss Sarah Glover, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Peterson and est Gamage entertained at a lobster
Mrs. Charles Schofield and son Ar dinner Sunday evening at Mrs. Fred W. Glover of Charlotte, N. C.,
Coombs’ home with Mrs. William is spending the winter in Vienna, to
thur, leave tomorrow for Boston.
Clement, who is soon to leave for be near her brother, Edward, who is
Mrs. M. B. Dick entertained at a West Medford, Mass., for the winter, located at Zagreb in the employ of
bridge luncheon Friday evening at as honor guest. There were 14 the Standard Oil Company of New
York.
her home on Waldo avenue, honors present.
falling to Mrs. W. H. Anderson, Mrs.
The Diligent Dames of the Congre
Boston Herald: A series of teaOlive Sylvester and Mrs. James F.
gational Church are to be entertained dances will keep the young set busy
Carver.
at the home of Mrs. E. Stuart Orbe- on December's first Saturday, when
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Chase arrived ton, West Rockport, Thursday at 1 three debutantes are introduced into
home yesterday from a few days’ o'clock luncheon, with Mrs. Russell the social whirl. One of the number
Miss May Gould, the extreme
Bartlett as assisting hostess.
visit in Portland.
good-looking daughter of the Albert
Miss Albertina Creighton is having T. Goulds of Louisburg square, makes
Golden Rod Chapter held one of
its banner meetings Friday evening, two weeks’ vacation from the Rock her bow at a tea-dance at the Brae
with 180 at supper, served under land and Rockport Lime Corp.’s Burn Country Club.
the direction of MTs. Louise Brown office.
A Hudson convertible coupe, late
and Mrs. Florence Philbrook. Ob
Miss Hattie Vose Hall of Augusta 1929. Price right. Reason for sell
served as "Past Marthas Night,” a
ing, going South for the winter.
table was reserved for those who had is visiting for a few days at the home Charles
H. Berry, Tel. 897-W.
served as Marthas, decorations of of J. C. Perry.
138-140
green being used effectively; each Miss Alice Hall who has been the
"Martha” being presented with a guest the past week of her brother,
dainty doll gowned in green. The Vernal Hall, Lisle street, has re
jt
Marthas were Mrs. Edna French,
to the home of her sister Mrs.
Mrs. Millie Thomas, Mrs. Nellie turned
W. A. Seavey, James street. While
Hall, Mrs. Belle Frost, Mrs. Hattie on vacation Mrs. Willard Fales
Davies, Mrs. Grace Veazie, Mrs. cared for her mother, Mrs. Seavey,
Ethel Campbell, Miss Pearl Borgerson, Mrs. Anah Gay, Mrs. Edna Mel who is ill at her home.
vin and Mrs. Golden Munro. At
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Maurer of
the meeting degrees were conferred Portland and Mr. and Mrs. Milton
—-r———
on Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rackliffe, Fogg of Gorham were visitors in this
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Post. The en city Saturday, returning home Sun
Young woman says she has
tertainment featured vocal solos by- day.
Mrs. Vivian Hewett and readings by
Mrs. Clara Curtis. Memorial serv- Miss Vivian Hall who has been never taken anything that
> ices were conducted for Mrs. Lucy visiting her parents in Lewiston, has
Robinson and Mrs. Edith Vinal. recovered from a recent operation, has given such wonderful
Many visitors were noted, the and expects to resume her position in
chapters represented being Forget- the lime corporation's office this help.
me-not of South Thomaston, Oenes- week.
I
ta of Bath, Marion of Gardiner, Ivy
I have taken several packages
of Warren, Orient of Union and Mrs. Carl Cassens returned Sunday of Eldridge's Neutralizer, says Miss
Grace of Thomaston. Any members from a short visit in Medford Hill Ella Flood of Spruce Head, Maine,
of Eastern Star chapters in the city at side, Mass. She was accompanied
and it has done a world of good
the time of meetings are invited to home by Mrs. F. H. Piper. Mrs. Piper for my Stomach. Before I started
attend.
returned yesterday with her husband, ’taking it I was troubled with In
who has been here several weeks digestion, Sour Stomach and Gas;
Continuous service, of steaks and building a garage for Mr. Cassens.
could not do my work; now I am
chops and supper specials are now
feeling fine and pepped up again.
featured at Mrs. Thurlow’s. The
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Norton of 258 I wish to recommend it to anyone
luncheon idea in connection with the Limerock street are leaving today by with any form of Stomach, Liver
ice cream parlors has met with high motor for Sarasota, Fla., where they or Bowel trouble as it is perfectly
favor.
109-tf
will spend the winter.
Harmless, Good and Pleasant to
take.
“That is the finest radio I ever Wanted—The women of Rockland
* heard, after hearing the new Victor, land vicinity to examine the new
others sound crude and raw,” was Munslngwcar Rayon garments just
Eldridgo's Neutralizer may be
the true expression of one who had received for holiday gifts and regular
followed the progress of radio devel wear. Munsingwear presents a new purchased in Rockland at The
opment since the first appearance of fabric, less in price, better in con Rockland Pharmacy, Inc., Corner
the one tube, earphone set. Maine struction and quality. Fuller-Cobb* . Main and Park streets.
Davis—adv.
138-140
Music Store.—adv.

Neutralizer

Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Lightfoot
of Hyannis, Mass., who are guests of
Mrs. Addie McIntyre in Camden
spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Harris Woodman (Jeanette Healey)
in Winthrop. On their return they
were accompanied by Mrs. Woodman
who will visit her mother Mrs. Abbie
Healey, North Main street, for a few
days.
FRIEDMAN-FINEGOLD ’

The marriage of Miss Anne Finegold, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H.
Finegold of Rockland to Albert
Friedman of Augusta, son of Mrs. Ida
Cohen of Portland, took place in the
Hotel Kenmore in Portland Sunday
afternoon. The ceremony was per
formed by Rabbi Moses Shohet under
a canopy of white satin. The single
ring service was used.
The bride wore a traveling gown of
brown crepe with hat and accessories
to match and carried a bouquet of
tea roses She was attended by Miss
Dorothy Gordon of Rockland, who
wore black georgette. The best man
was Harold Friedman of Augusta.
Following the ceremony, a lunch
eon was served the guests by Mrs.
Alice Silverman. An orchestra pro
vided music
The out-of-town guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Ed. Baitler, Mr. and Mrs.
Morris Glaser, Mr. and Mrs. Soloman
Baitler, Robert Baitler, Simon Bait
ler, Samuel Slosberg, Charles Slosberg, Benjamin Ross, Milton Glaser,
Simon Glaser, Milton Cantor, Miss
Ethel Goldberg, Mr. and Mrs. A. D.
Ross. Harrv Glaser, Abe Glaser, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Perlberg and Oscar
Glaser, all of Gardiner; Mr. and Mrs.
J. A. Slosberg, Mr. and Mrs. A. D.
Slosberg, Charles Goldberg and Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Dion, Augusta; H.
Granoff, Newark, N. J.; Miss Lena
Abelon, Brunswick; Miss Ethel Smal
ley, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Dondis and
Arnold Briggs, Rockland
SOME MILK FIGURES
Which Tend To Show That Maine
Cows Have Been Doing Their
Doty This Year

Why Not Books For Christmas?
Mothers, sisters and friends of
children will be interested in the col
lection of children’s books on display
at the Public Library during Book
Week, Nov. 17-Dec. 1. Picture books,
fairy tales, poetry, books of adventure,
tales, and aviation, for boys and girls
of all ages-are to be found there. On
display too, worn and much tattered,
are the forty books that every child
should read before the age of sixteen.
Lists of these forty books, together
with the cost of the best edition, have
been mimeographed for you, and are
free at the library. The State
Library has loaned for exhibition,
twenty well-known children's books,,
of special interest because of their
make-up, rare bindings, beautiful
illustrations, or clear print Several
publishers of children's books have
sent the library copies of their most
attractive catalogues, which will be
distributed free, as long as the supply
lasts
If you are planning gifts for chil
dren this Christmas, stop in at the
library within the next two weeks
and see what attractive and inexpen
sive gifts arc available in the book
line On Dec. 1, the books on display
will become a part of the regular
children's department. Many of
them will go to make-up some of the
school libraries which go into the
school rooms of the city for a three
months’ period, thereby reaching
many youngsters who live too far
away to come to the library for their
books.
If anyone desires to purchase
copies of any books on display, the
library will gladly order them at
retail prices to be delivered by Dec 15.

THANKSGIVING
with your new
Insulated Glenwood
prove to you that

Cooking is
YOU'LL have no doubt about the su
periority of Gas as a cooking fuel—once
you've cooked a meal with an Insulated
Glenwood De Luxe Gas Range.

You'll revise instantly all your standards
of cooking ease, efficiency, and economy.

For the Glenwood Insulated Oven and the
AutomatiCook ensure better-tasting foods,
eliminate baking failures, lessen labor, in

crease leisure. And Glenwood's shining
beauty, protected by the cleanliness of

GAS, will make your kitchen a pleasanter

METHEBESEC CLUB

place to work and to live. You'll be truly
thankful on Thanksgiving if you put an

Busy Meeting With Mrs.
Thurston — “London Na-:
val Parley" Next Season

Insulated Glenwood in your home now.

—
|
Tire Methebesec Club held a very j
interesting meeting Friday afternoon [
at the home of Mrs. Clara Thurston i
at The Highlands, with Mrs. Thurs
ton and Mrs. Orissa Merritt as host
esses. There were 27 members and
five guests present, with Mrs. Irene
Moran, president, presiding. Mrs.
Angelica Glover and Mrs. Mary Over
look were elected to membership.
At Our Gas District Stores
As one of the club activities lor j
Augusta
Bath
Gardiner
raising money subscriptions for "Bet- ;
Rockland
Waterville
ter Homes and Gardens" are being
solicited, this feature being in charge
of Miss Caroline Stanley.
Miss Faith Ulmer, soprano, as guest ;
artist, gave two groups of songs, with
Mrs. Lilian S. Copping at the piano.'
her numbers being: “The Lamplit
Hour. ’ tPenn), "Come Down to Kew"
i Deis), “June Is In My Heart"; Is war qvor justifiable, and if so, un- I original fund is now available for I $243,603 in outstanding first mortgage
(Vaughn i, and "The False Prophet" der
j farm land loans.
what circumstances? Should loans.
(John Prindle Scott). Her fresh
The Farm Lands Loan Commission
training in the University of , The original sum has been invested
young voice gave much pleasure to miitary
Maine cease? Should youth be en- 1 as follows, according to the commis- is comprised of the Governor, State
her hearers.
to take oaths never to bear i sion's records: $130,943 invested in Auditor, and Commissioners of Agri
Mrs. Lenora Cooper acted as pro couraged
in defense of country? Is total banks; $252,000 in State bonds, and i culture, Education and Forestry.
gram leader, her subject being “Out arms
desirable for the United
standing Men of America." Excel disarmament
States? Was the London Parley a
lent papers were presented by Mrs. failure
because of it the United
Ruth Ellingwood reading Mrs. Alice States when
will engage in an expensive
Karl's paper on "Thomas Edison;" naval building
program? Should the
Mrs. Jane Beach on “Bruce Barton;"
Mrs. Irene Walker on "John D. Rocke United States cancel its foreign debts?
feller, Jr.;" Mrs. Ellingwood a second
FARM LANDS LOAN
paper prepared by Mrs. Karl on "Wal
ter Damrosch," Mrs. Beach, "Ad Smaller Sums Henceforth Available.
miral Richard E. Byrd," and Mrs. But More Loans Will Be Possible
BEGINNING TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18
Walker on "Paul Harris, the Father of
Rotary.” The members responded to A policy of curtailment in the size
at 7.00 P. M.
roll call by giving their selection of
of
individual
farm
loans
to
be
made
Special
instruction
in
Taps,
and Musical Comedy for business girls.
six outstanding American men.
Miss Eliza Steele, Red Cross Nurse, by the Farm Lands Loan Commission
as guest speaker, told interestingly was announced by the commission.
BALLROOM DANCING CLASS
and enlighteningly of her work in the Henceforth only sums ranging from
Also on Tuesday evenings from 8.00 to 9.00 P. M. instruction in
city, the many phases and unusual $300 to $1200 will be loaned. The
Ballroom Dancing for both beginners and those who wish a “brush
features. A social hour followed the average amount of the 128 individual
ing up” course.
program, Mrs. Thurston and Mrs. loans now outstanding is approxi
Merritt being assisted by Mrs. Annie mately $2000.
Stevens.
The loan commission, which adMISS GRETCHEN FLETCHER
The next meeting will take place ministers a State fund of $747,840,
TEL. 952 or 990-M
Nov. 23, at the home of Miss Caroline derived largely from the sale of timStanley, North Main street, with ; ber and grass rights on State land,
138-lt
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich in charge. In explained that the new policy will
connection with her paper on The permit a greater number of loans to
London Naval Parley, Mrs. Rich re- be granted from the comparatively
quests all members to prepare for a \ small sum now available from the
general discussion on these points: original fund. Only $121,294 of the
WEDNESDAY

ost Qonyemenf'

Central Maine
Power Company

%%<** *

owance for Your Old (poking Equipment

EVENING CLASS

in TAP DANCING

NOW PLAYING

Wm. Haines
in

“Remote Control”

We re Paris Bound

NOW PLAYING

WEDNESDAY
-THURSDAY

Get aboard for a voyage of thrills
in this eye-full, ear-full, laugh-full
riot with—

Wm. Haines
.

in

“Remote Control”

“Those
As modern as
a flying trip
to Europe—
as smartly
sophisti
cated as
frivolous
youth

3 French Girls”
with

FIFI D’ORSAY
REGNALD DENNY
CLIFF EDWARDS
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
ALSO

Comedy

The average milk production per
cow for this year up to Nov. 1 as com
pared with the average production on
Nov. 1, during the past five years,
shows an increase in every New Eng
land state except New Hampshire,
according to a report issued by the
New England crop reporting service
of the United States department of
agriculture.
The comparison indicates a jump
of 8 percent in Maine; 4 percent in
Vermont; 3 percent in Massachu
setts; 10 percent in Rhode Island and
1 percent in Connecticut. New
Hampshire shows a decrease of 3 per
cent. The average increase for New
England up to Nov. 1, is 2.9 above the
five years average.
The net price of 3.7 percent for
October 1930, as estimated by the
statistician of the New England Milk
Producers' Association averaged $2.62
per hundred pounds as compared
with $2.73 per one hundred pounds
for September 1930, $2.79 for October,
1929, and $2.71 for the five year aver
age for October, the reports say.

Whether he wants to or not the
Wall Street lamb is forced to let
buygones be buygones. — Louisville
Times.

3

Let your first

Novelty

Travelogue

THURS.

NOW

■ \.

Can Love
Wipe Out
the Shame of
Her Past?

PLAYING

■

“Eyes

of
the
World”

MARY
NOLAN
In

/

“YOUNG DESIRE”
The dramatic story of a hardened
“side show” girl and a small town youth
ON (THE STAGE

FIVE BIG ACTS VAUDEVILLE
One
of the
Publix Theatres

SHOWS
at

2.00, 6.20, 8.30

A
Publix
Theatre

Home of
Paramount
Pictures
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KEPT OPEN HOUSE
And

"ON MY SET”

U——<--------------------- -—

High School Notes

the Sophomores Are

Jubilant Over Success of

'andhrbbl&l

Their Program

Scores of cars parked in the
neighborhood of Lincoln street last
Thursday night testified that the In
vitation to visit the High School had
been accepted by a large number of
parents and friends Always before
afternoon classes have been the ones
to be featured in this annual “open
house"’ but this year three forenoon
classes with an assembly were pre
sented. Teachers try to keep the
work exactly as it would be if no
visitors were expected except that
written lessons are avoided. The
opening assembly was in charge of
the sophomores under the direction
of Miss Pride The program was:

went after them, I don’t know why
Magic Valley of Texas
While seated in thc oflice of an they couldn't get them.
Probably the demands of union
editor today, the telephone rang and labor
have something to do with it.
a school teacher at the other end of Many men work in the south for
the line asked where she would be less than $8 and $10 a day, and they
likely to find a piece of coal, as her are working all the time. They do
class in geography would start not ride four blocks to the job in a Danse Macabre I Dance of Drathl
motor car. and then let it stand at
Monday on the state of Pennsyl the curb all day and depreciate $2 Time, Halloween: place, a wood:
vania, and she wished a piece of in value. They do a fair day's work characters, in order of their ap
coal to show the children, as none of for the money they receive, and they pearance:
them had ever seen any coal. Of are satisfied to live as well as the Boy—Stanley Gay
course this sounded mighty strange man who is hiring them to paint or Witch—Lyra Cook
Cat—Everette Frohock
to me. but it is no more strange than ! shingle his home. In New England
that the younger children of Miami the man who owns the home lives on Rita—Gladys Overlock
have never seen any snow. There is less money than the man who is Nurse—Mildred Sweeney
Cook—Charles Ellis *
no coal sold here; none used; none painting or shingling it. Of course
Ghosts—Avis Lovejoy. Rose Whit
of any kind shipped here. The loco that cannot go on forever. If is
motives on the railroads burn crude does, everybody will be south and more, Edith Morse and Merle Wins
oil, the same as they do in Florida there will be no one to take the next low.
Owl—Mary Stockbridge
Natural gas, which is plentiful and census up there.
Breeze—Bertha Korpinen
cheap here, serves for all other pur
§>
<§>
Will O’the Wisps—Helen Ruben
poses.
Houston, Texas, and Atlanta. Ga., stein. Merton Sumner and Frank
The editor suggested to the school
teacher that she locate a blacksmith have just finished a friendly little Harding
and that he might have some soft legal tilt with Washington, to see Skeletons—Lewis Hadley and Law
coal. She replied that she had failed which would be the largest city in rence Crane.
at all the blacksmiths, as they were the south, and Houston won. At Old Man Death—Robert Allen
using coke. I doubt if there is a lanta tried to ring in a number of Bat—Walter Staples
lump of coal, hard or soft, in the En surburban districts to increase the Father—Leander Thomas,
"city" population. It is going to be Mother—Bernadette Snow.
tire county.
hard to beat Houston at anything. Managers: Stage, Burton Bick$
They have a lot of live wires, men more. Nickolas Pellicane and Herbert
The towns in the Magic Valley with vision who do things.
Spear; art, Dudley Perry; costumes.
here have all doubled or trebled in
For instance, for years Galveston Mary Ginn, Elizabeth Sprowl and
population in the past half dozen has been the big seaport of Texas, Elizabeth Clark; curtain, Richard
years. However, they want work and it had to compete with New Or Britt.
ers who will settle on the land and leans. Mobile. Pensacola, Tampa and
• • • •
Work it. That helps the railroad Corpus Christi, other Gulf ports.
Special mention should be made of
business. The first cotton is picked
The Houston business men talked the costumes worn in the assembly :
down here. Long before they pick 1 it over at the meetings of the Rotary, play which were made largely by the
it in Louisiana. Oeorgia. find the the Forty, the Kiwanis and the pupils themselves and involved a }
Carolinas. The cotton season is just Chamber of Commerce, and after a great deal of work. Due to the limit- i
over, and the money <or credit > is in little they all went out, took off their ed seating capacity only visitors and |
thc banks. This week they are ship coats, and dug a ship canal 50 miles pupils taking part were admitted to
ping carloads of green peppers, egg long from Houston to the Gulf, and the auditorium. The program is to
plant, string beans, roasting ears of they dug it deep enough and wide be repeated before the school next )
corn—most of it going to Chicago. enough and with a turning basin week at the regular assembly. At the |
Kansas City, Denver, and cities in large enough to handle the largest close of these exercises visitors scat
northern Texas. Then will come the liners. They finished it recently tered to the various class rooms. Di
oranges and the grapefruit, figs, went out after business for it. and rect# across the hall they found
dates and avacados. They grow the today Houston is the largest city in senior bookkeeping going on in Miss
pink grapefruit here, but there is is as large a port as New Orleans; Dingley’s room where special large
such a demand for it in the larger i the South, has about 400.000 people; desks with racks are provided for this [
cities, at the higher priced hotels, has passenger liners coming in from kind of work. In the laboratory next !
that you will probably find none in France. Germany, Sweden; had a door Miss Hunter’s general science |
New England outside of Boston.
warship in there last week for a class were studying conduction and
♦
celebration—and all this, mind you. convection. Vernard Crockett pre- ;
The whole South is growing much is happening to a city 50 miles in sented an experiment to show that [
faster than New England has any land from the sea. They simply hot water actually is lighter than |
cold water. At the back of the room i
idea of, and towns in the Carolinas brought the sea in to them.
It takes ambition, vision and a were pieces of apparatus made or set
are getting along as fast as those in
Texas. When Thomasville, North whole iot of hard work to accomplish up by the pupils; an overshot and an
Carolina, can jump from 750 people these things, but there are people undershot water wheel and a model
to 10,000 people in the last census— around in these different states who of a heating system for a home.
• • • •
with industries jumping from noth are just that busy—and their schools
ing to 28 manufacturing plants to are turning out young men who are
Down at the end of the corridor I
day, employing 3.750 people, and just as busy as their fathers—the Miss Norton’s sophomores were '
handing out $75,000 to them every men who. 25 years from now, will be translating a French story with con- (
Saturday night to spend with the running a large section of the United siderable facility for pupils who have
merchants around town—you get an States. You can’t sit back and do been studying the language only nine ,
idea of what can be done when you as grandpa did, and keep up with weeks. Mrs. Hart’s room next door
had its full quota of visitors actually j
go after it. This is going on all the these boys.
listening with interest to a lesson on j
time, but people in New England
square root of fractions! But there
have no knowledge of it. New ideas,
THE SEASON’S TOLL
were others who gave one look and !
new inventions, demands for the
newer things start up new manufac
Nine dead, one reported dying, drifted right on to other less abstract j
turing plants, and if New England three seriously wounded and an pursuits. Mrs. Stratton's typewrit- i
other wounded, but not seriously, ing glass were doing business letters '
the toll up to last Thurs and Mrs. Robinson’s class in office I
To “Point-Up" Appetite was
day of the duck and deer shooting practice were working on overdrawn
This was too
seasons in Maine. Two duck hunters checking accounts.
Jast Stimulate Bowels
have died from wounds caused by close to real life for some of the visit- j
companions' guns and a third was ors but others lingered to listen to
drowned when the punt from which the discussion of financial ratings,
Whenever tlie end of the day finds
he was shooting tipped over Six Dunn and Bradstreet etc., which fol
you out-of sorts; food doesn’t tempt
deer hunters have died from bullets lowed. About that time peculiar
you and won’t digest; breath is had;
discharged either from their rifles odors began to emerge from room 23
tongue coated, just chew a candy tab
had ceased to -be a general sci
let before bedtime. Tomorrow you'll
or those of others. Only three of which
ence room and become a biological
be a new person!
these deaths, however, happened as laboratory
Tlie pupils were deep in
A candy Cascaret clears up a bil
a direct result of actual hunting, the the mysteries
food groups and
ious, gassy, headachy condition every
other three having been caused by lalories. Maryof Lawrence,
Donald
time. Puts appetite on edge. Helps
discharge of weapons while being Fields and Marion Johnson were
digestion. Activates bowels.
unloaded, loaded, or hung up on and called upon to discover whether cer
Cascarets are made from eascara,
around camps.
tain "unknowns” contained starch,
which
authorities
say
actually
sugar or protein The uses of various
strengthens bowel muscles. So, take
these delightful tablets as often as A tightward had just lost a ducat types of nutrients were discussed and
you please; or give them freely to From the pocket in which he had there was a good deal of talk about
stucat;
fruit and candy but when the bal
children. All drug stores sell Cas
“I’ll bet you my wife
anced ration finally appeared it was
carets for a dime, and no dollar prep
Has found out I had it and tucat.”
represented by carefully measured
aration could do better work.
bricks of colored clay rather than the
iuicy fruits and maple syrup they had
been talking about.

Atwater-Kent
Radio
$139.20 complete
CASH OR EASY TERMS

Ask For Demonstration

J. A. Karl <3 Co.
Authorized Dealer

Telephone 745-W

Rockland, Me.
127-128thenT-S-150

Somewhere about this time Mr.
laisdell's voice was heard through
1 open door saying “The sum of
ree consecutive integers is 218.
nd the integers." No reward being
[ered for the return of the lost ingers most of the crowd went on to
iss Coughlin’s room where a freshan class was having a lively time
lating the history of transportation
the United States and the effect of
i development on such everydav
atters as what we eat for breakfast,
i the Latin room next door the
phomores were reading a story of
Lhens preparatory to taking up
aesar. This sophomore class must
• uncommonly large. On every
oor one or more divisions would be
und at work. They were having
Demonstration Talks” in Miss
ride's public speaking. Nicholas
ellicane explained the electric bell,
rtyllis Snowman and Mary Stock•idge. first aid; Helen Rubenstein,
aking of silhouettes; Rose Whitore. camera; and Mildred Sweeney,
le parts of a violin.
• « * «
Mrs. Phillips’ English classes were
so doing oral composition with the
illowing chairmen: Second period,
harles Bicknell
and Rodney
lurphy; third period, Naomi Stearns
nd Virginia Proctor: fourth period,
rancis McAlary and Kenneth Orjtt. The general topic was “Travel
alks.” The Spanish classes were
aving drill in grammar. When that
as completed the remainder of the
eriod was taken up by a discussion
f Spanish life and customs. Horace
ooth told about Spanish food; Ted
awrence, Spanish clothes, Maurice
hepherd. life in Madrid and Ernest
lackington, the Spanish gypsies.
♦ * * *
Down in the basement Miss Pike's
reshmen were having an irregular
erb contest on the verbs do, be, eat
tc. Next door Mr. Bowden’s class
rere studying the Assyrian Empire
'ith map exercises. The samples of
ugar and sugar cane on the desk had
othing to do with Assyria. They
fere left there by the preceding class

Report cards are out.
- • • *
Clara Dennison is office assistant
this week.

If von tuned to WEEI at 7.30
last night and let the machine
run until 11 you made no mis
take. The program was fine;
the reception exceptional.

WLBZ was alive with politi

cal oratory last night, on the
eve of tonight's mayoralty cau
cus.
Three football games, all three

of them packed with thrills, were
in full swing Saturday afternoon.
Interest naturally centered on
the Yale-Princeton contest, which
downtrodden Princeton came sa
near to winning, but there were
many listeners to the broadcast
of thc Fordham-St. Mary's game,
in which the Californians so
amazingly turned the tables in
the last half. And next Satur
day comes that annual Eastern
classic Harvard vs. Y’ale. On thc
strength of the season's showing,
thus far, Yale is a pronounced
favorite, but so it was last year
when Harvard won 10 to 7.

What sort of satisfaction arc
you having with WEEI nowa
days? I encounter occasionally
distortion and several of my
friends report that they are also
having trouble.

Tomorrow night
the
Gold
Medal Fast Freight pulls into
New York and the Great White
Way, at 9.30 p. m„ one-half
hour later than its usual sched
ule, to allow President Hoover to
address the nation at the regular
Gold Medal time. Cold, indif
ferent Broadway — the street
that's brilliant, gay — thrilljaded— is due for a thrill. List
en in! Hear what happens when
New Yorkers see and hear the
Fast Freight — The Wheaties
Quartet—The Gold Medal Cake
Walkers—and a special passen
ger, "Drifter," the Gold Medal
Cowboy Yodeler.
The Jenny band concert Sun
day night seemed to me the best
of the series, and luckily the re
ception was 100 per cent.
The beautiful and talented
screen star Jeanette MacDonald,
known best to us in “The Love
Parade.” will be featured in the
Camel Pleasure Hour at 9.30 to
morrow evening over WJZ. Her
selections will include her most
popular hits from the various
screen productions she has ap
peared in.

Perley Brackett, R.H.S. '25, tele
graph operator in Peabody. Mass.,
visited school Friday.
• « * «
Four loads of excellent loam have
been spread on the upper end of what
the sophomores hopefully call “the
new lawn” in front of the school
building. Mr. Snowman gave the
use of his truck and the loam was
also contributed.
• • • *
The usual notices have been mailed
to the parents of ail pupils who have
failed in any subject the past quarter
stating what appears to be the reason
for such failure and asking for the
cooperation of the parents in improv
ing the pupils’ standing. This has
been the custom of the school for
several years now and frequently
brings about the desired result. Par
ents who persistently disregard such
notices are few but there are some.
More's the pity.
• • • «
This certainly has been “Sopho
more Week." They presented the
assembly program (of which more
anon). They won the contest for
registering the most visitors at the
evening session. They saw the flrst
load of loam deposited on their lawn
and Friday night was their turn to
have a social No wonder they called
it the "Sunny Social." Bernadette
Snow was in charge of the decora
tions, all canary yellow, with a big
ball in the center to represent the
sun. Refreshments were in charge of
Mary Ginn and the entertainment by
a committee with Alice Gay at the
head, featured the song "Sweeping
the Clouds Away” by a quartet com
posed of Rose Whitmore, Carol
Gardner, Everett Frohock, Frank
Pietrosky. “Sunny Side Up" and
Here Comes the Sun" were sung by
the girls' chorus, which included
Bernadette Snow. Mildred Sweeney,
Avis Lovejoy. Edith Morse. Helen
Rubenstein. Rose Whitmore, Carol
Gardner.

Radio fans who are genuine
music lovers did not lark of
worthwhile programs Sunday.
Glancing through thc schedule
for New York and New England
these features attracted mv at
tention; The New York Philhar
monic Orchestra concert, with
Arturo Toscanini conducting, di
rect from Carnegie hall; Arthur
Fiedler and Orchestra of Boston
Symphony players from Boston;
Toscha Siedel, the noted violinist,
assisted by a concert orchestra
and talented pianist, from New
York; the Philadelphia Orches
tra, Leopold Stokowsky conducting
from Philadelphia, in a wonderful
program of selections from the
“Niebelung Ring;” the Jenney
concert featuring Walter Smith
and his estimable band; the At
water-Kent hour featuring Josef
Hofmann, world-famed pianist;
the Roxy Symphony Concert un
der the direction of Erno Rapee,
with a gifted violinist assisting;
The Enna Jettick Hour with Mme.
Ernestine Schumann-Heink as
guest artist. It pays one to watch
the radio programs on a Sunday
carefully.

part of the building seemed to be put
to some use. One one side of what
appeared to be a store room a class
in mechanical drawing was running
itself since Miss Hunter, who regular
ly teaches the subject was on duty in
the study hall. They were doing
good work too, even though a volley
ball game was going on nearby in thc
gym under Mr. Heal’s direction.
Beyond the big doors at the end of
the corridor a group of upper class
boys were working on individual nrejects in manual training Richard
Burgess was filing saws while nearby
Howe Glover was putting hinges and
lacquer on the long row of first aid
cabinets which are to be used in all
the city schools as soon as they are
ready. Nelson Rokes was making an
aquarium, or “fish house" as someone
dubbed it. Edward Gordon was
staining a magazine rack and Dana
Phillips was hard at work on one of
the screens which are being made to
protect the basement windows.
Against the wall leaned the four
leaves of the five foot screen which
someone was making for domestic
science room. Charles Candage had
nearly finished the lunch room coin
rack and Burton Bickmore was mak
ing a working drawing of his next
project in the intervals of "tending
shop" in the tool room.
School was out at 9.30 and the
sophomores were jubilantly telling
the world that they had more guests
names in their guest book than any
other class had. The total number
of visitors was 346.

what the job will cost
when we service your Chevrolet!
When you bring your Chevrolet to us

will cost—not just an estimate, but the

for servicing, the work you want done

exact amount.

is itemized on a standard repair order

It is possible for us to give you this exact
information because we have standard

—and the charge for each operation is

ized parts and labor

written in an opposite
YOUR PROTECTION
Any Chevrolet owner ex

column.
This order must have

your signature before
any work is done —

-Ci

<•=>"

and no additional
formed without your

A delegation from Knox County
attended the convention in Portland
last week. They were entertained at
the New England Pentecostal Bible
Institute where there are a large
number of students. The faculty is
a wonderful body made up from diiferent parts of the United States.
A committee will look over some sec
tions of Knox County scon, as a sum
mer convention tabernacle is needed,
and the assembly at Appleton are
hoping for it to be established here.

consent. Consequent

periencing defective work
manship or material on a
Chevrolet car, under the
terms of Chevrolet’s stand
ard warranty is invited to
call on any authorized
Chevrolet Dealer in the
United States or Canada
where the work will he
done at no coat Co him.

> > > << <

operations can be per

APPLETON

^4

ly you know in ad

WeusegenuineChevrolet parts in all our
repair work—parts
made by the Chevrolet
Motor Company* and
subjected to the regu
lar factory tests tor
quality and precision.

charges for 340 differ
ent operations—cover

ing every service job

possibleonaChevrolet.
Bring your car to us

for inspection and

servicing—and make
sure of the highest

quality of workman

ship at low cost.

vance what the job

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

BAY VIEW GARAGE, INC., Camden, Maine

“A NEW CREATION

The Detroit Symphony Orches
tra will broadcast tomorrow eve
ning at 10.30 through WNAC.

Ossip Gabrilowitsch is to con
duct a series of three concerts
of the Detroit Symphony Orches
tra over WNAAC and other sta
tions of the Columbia system, the
first of which will be tomorrow
night from 10 to 11. Those who
recall the splendid concerts given
last year “via radio" by this or
chestra with Gabrilowitsch con
ducting, will make it a point to
“attend" this new series.

advance

112-PC.TABLE SERVICED
i^Week^

GUARANTEED
YEARS

\for1O

.
“Arlington"
i' ’n Silver
L*r. A Plate

Lovely, Colorful" Autumn Leaf" Dinner Service
Rich Gracefully Modeled Silverware

"Art Moderne" Breakfast or Bridge Set
in Golden Yellow Glaze

A Gigantic One-Week Drive for
Dinner Set
mHPiecaof ti" Include*:

Tkf 54-Ptccc

8 Cupa

Charming enough to grace the smartest table’ Beauty of line—
exquisite decorations. Quality ware in the loveliest shapes -in the
newest color harmonies. Just the kind of Table Service you find
in a perfectly-appointed home. You’ll be proud to own this com
plete service* And think of it. . . three sets at a price that would
be reasonable for the dinner set alone!

8 Severn
8 Soup Platea

8 Fruit Dishes
8 FuII-Sim Dinner Plates

8 Bread and Butter Plates

1 Sugar Bowl (2 Pieces)
I Cream Pitcher
I I)1.,-inch Platter

*

"Autumn Leaf’ is the attractive and colorful design of the 54Piece Dinner Set in "Pieces of 8,” the style that helps you take care
of extra guests. The 24-Piece Breakfast or Bridge Set is in the new
"Art Moderne" ware, tinted in delicate Golden Yellow, and deco
rated with a cheerful fruit pattern. It's a •
that really docs
triple duty* As a Breakfast Set. it adds zest to thc morning m
for Luncheon or Bridge, it will do high honors.

500 New Customers!

The "Arlington" design silverware is the newest creation by
world-famous silversmiths. Every piece is heavily plated with pure
silver and is fully guaranteed for 10 years.
Never before have you had the opportunity to get such a dis
tinctive and complete Table Service at this price . . made possible
through the cooperation of the manufacturers to help us secure
500 New Customers in One Week. Only 500 C'ts Will Be Soldi
To avoid disappointment - COME EARLY!
Complete 113-Piece Table Service — 54-Piecc crinner Set — 24Piece Breakfast or Bridge Set—34-Piecc
w
Silver Set -

While they last ......................

! Oval Vegetable Dish
1 Round Vegetable Di-h

Mail Your Order Early If You Can’t Attend

The 24-Piece
"Art Moderne" Breakfast
or Bridge Set Includes:
4 Cup*
4 Saucer*
4 Fruit Dishe*
4
4
1
1
I

Bread »n«! Butter Plate*
Breakfast Plate*
10-inch Platter
Sugar Bowl (2 piece*)
Cream Pitcher

The 34-Piecc Silverware
Set Include
8
8
8
8
I
I

Teaspoon*
Knives
Forks
Soup Spoon*
Sugar Shell
Butter Knife

Nov. 18, 1930.
EASTERN FURNITURE CO.

Rockland, Me.
Gentlemen:
Please ship the 112 piece table
service as advertised at $29.95,
freight prepaid.
I enclose $1
deposit and agree to pay $1
weekly until paid.
Name .....................................................

283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

Address .............................................

